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Deal set

on
convert

bill
By HAW SHAPIRO
andUAT COLLINS

Prime Minister Binyarain
Netanyahu yesterday agreed in prin-

ciple to a compromise on the con-
version trill that would give equal

civil status with other converts to

those converted by the Reform and
Conservative movements, accord-

ing to a leading Reform rabbi.

The compromise, which is to be
finalized in detail by September
15, was based upon a position

paper presented by the non-
Orthodox leaders to Netanyahu,
coalition chairman Michael Bitan,

MK Alex Lubotzky, Industry and
TYade Minister Natan Sharansky,
and Bobby Brown, the prime min-
ister's adviser on Diaspora affairs.

“I believe this is a groat gain for

us. We are reaching' an under-
standing which has to be approved
by the prime minister.We are writ-

ing it together." said Rabbi
Richard Hirsch, executive director

of the World Union for.

Progressive Judaism (Reform).
Hirsch said that the agreement

would, in effect, give equal recog-

nition in Israel To the converts of
all; ' the Hsoteams:Jpf.-Judaism.

.

According to Hirsch, the religious

parties were not a party to the dis-

cussions.'

According to the draft agree-

ment, a joint committee, with a

representative each from the

Conservative and Reform move-
ments and representatives of the

coalition, would work, out a for-

mula based on the principle that

non-Orthodox converts would be
identified as such in die Interior

Ministry's population registry, but

not in their identity cards. The
negotiators would noi include

independent figures from the

Orthodox worid.

‘There is no Orthodox figure

with sufficient authority who is

willing to sit with us," a non-

Ordiodox source said.

For their part, the two move-

ments are to suspend their peti-

tions to the High Court concerning

conversion in Israel until the

September 15 deadline. The repre-

sentatives of the two movements

did not see the threat of Na’amat,

a partner in the petition regarding

adopted infants converted by the

Conservative movement, not to

suspend its petition, as a major

problem.
Conservative movement

spokeswoman Rabbi Einat Ramon

said that the government had

shown good will in coming to an

agreement and even if the problem

was solved for the particular chil-

dren involved, this would not lead

to a long-term solution of the

problems of conversion and adop-

tion, which are interrelated.

Earlier yesterday, the Knesset

Law Committee held a marathon

meeting on the conversion bill

attended by representatives of me

Conservative and Reform move-

ments. Moshe Gafni (United

Torah Judaism) left the room in

protest when they were allowed to

speak, and called them “clowns

ai

Jhe Conservative and Reform

rabbis told the committee that the

conversion bill delegmmizes their

communities in Israel-

Apart from Gafni s outburet,

most of the meeting was onleriy.

Although the discussion

ous, the compromise
idea of freez-

ing the legislative process in

reSun for the suspension of the

High Court petitions hovered over

it, and it is still not clear that the

bill will be presented for second

chSU S^uI Vaha,™

said that if no compromise had

be«i found by next week, the com-

mtaee would meet again to

endorse the bill.

PM, Meridor face offin cabinet
Finance minister rejects

Frenkel plan favored

by Netanyahu
By JAY BUSHMSKY
and SARAH HOMO

Much of the country's future
political and economic direction

hung in the balance Iasi night, as

the cabinet wrestled with a mone-
tary reform program favored by
Bank of Israel Governor Jacob
Frenkel, but vehemently opposed

Labor, Merck submit no-

confidence motions, Page 3

by Finance Minister Dan Meridor.

Some analysts suspected that the

unusual combination of economic
policy and coalition tactics actual-

ly was a device meant to force

Meridor to quit.

The cabinet was called to a late-

night session that stretched into

die wee hours, after ministers

insisted on their right to speak fol-

lowing Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu’s ardent support of
Frenkel’s, position, and . Mender's
unequivocal opposition.

At the outset, Netanyahu said

deliberations on the components
of a viable economic policy have
been under way for the past few

months and that the lime has come
to make decisions.

He noted that (here had been an
acceleration of this dialogue over
the past months, but it was impos-
sible to reach a consensus.

“Yesterday in Caesarea we
reached several agreements,” he
said, except with regard to the pro-

posed fluctuation of exchange
rates. A situation has been created

in which rumors are flying, as a

result of which the currency mar-

ket has been destabilized.

The special cabinet session was
called despite the absence of five

ministers: Defense Minister

Yitzhak Mordechai is in the US;
Communications Minister Limor
Livnat in the Philippines;

Transport Minister Yitzhak Levy
in Paris; Education Minister
Zevulun Hammer in hospital after

surgery; and Tourism Minister

Moshe Katsav at a family celebra-

tion.

Mordechai and Livnat indicated

in messages from abroad that they

were anxious to participate in the

cabinet debate, implying that

moves that could affect the status

of a major political ally, Meridor,

should not be made in their

absence. They cut short their

respective trips and arranged to be
home tomorrow, in time for

£ m
•«. * .
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Jacob Frenkel riojcHanrii Dan Meridor (Ri% La Pindar) Binyamin Netanyahu ( Israel Sun

)

Friday's weekly cabinet meeting,

unless a decision has already been
taken by then.

Levy, however, said that he
would cast the tie-breaking vote

from Paris, if necessary;

Mordechai said he, roo, would
also vote, if warranted.

The fact the matter reached the

cabinet was seen as a considerable

achievement for Meridor, as it

appeared in Netanyahu's interest

not to allow.-the other ministers to

have die final say. It would have
been safer for him to settle the

contest in as small a forum as pos-

sible and not in the cabinet, where
developments are unpredictable.

Barak calls on Meridor to bring down gov’t
Labor Party chairman Ehud Barak yesterday

urged Finance Minister Dan Meridor and other

cabinet members to bring down tire government.
Barak launched an all-out verbal onslaught on

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu and his gov-
ernment during a giant party he threw in Tel Aviv
to celebrate his primary victory two weeks ago.

Barak had nothing but praise for Meridor yes-

terday, as be stood pined against Netanyahu.
Meridor, according to Barak, “is one of tire more
talented, honest; and brave politicians among all

political parties. I hereby call on him. as well as

on all nrinistefc to whom die government’s credi-

bility matters, to rise up and do what they know
they ought to do.

“The helm of this country must be returned to

more responsible, thoughtful, and experienced
hands."

He also charged that “Netanyahu is dividing

Jerusalem,” thus borrowing the Likud slogan of
last year, which opened its campaign against then-

prime ministerShimon Peres. SarahHonig

Apart from the economic issue's,

the cabinet session was seen as the
grand showdown between
Netanyahu and Meridor. one
which had been in the w orks since
well before Iasi year's election,
when Meridor was accused of try-

ing to wrest the Likud nomination
from Netanyahu. Not Netanyahu ’>

choice for finance minister, he was
forced on him by Ze'ei Begin.
The Netanyahu side continued

to insist that the intention is not to

make it impossible for Meridor to

continue in office. Even if the cab-
inet ruled against him. it was said

in Neranyahu's bureau, there is no
reason for Meridor not to do the

democratic thing, accept the

majority verdict and carry on.
Prime Minister's Office

Director-General Avigdor
Lieberman. meanwhile, last

evening vehemently denied an
Israel Radio report that he had told

two ministers several days ago
that Meridor would not be finance

minister by week's end.

But the consensus yesterday was
that if his position is rejected.

Meridor would not be able to

function as finance minister and
implement a policy with which he
disagrees and for which he might

have to pay the price. Predictions

in the government were that

Meridor would step down and that

a cabinet reshuffle would allow

former justice minister Ya'acov
Ne'eman back into the cabinet.

This could be in the capacity of
justice minister, after Tzahi

Hanegbi would be moved 10 the

National Infrastructure Ministry

and Ariel Sharon would get

Finance.

Exchange-rate rift highlights

Meridor, Frenkel battle
By AMOTZ ASA-EL

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu, Finance Minister Dan
Meridor, and Bank of Israel

Governor Jacob Frenkel yesterday

failed to reach agreement on the

central bank's request to expand
the “bands” (range) within which

the shekel is traded.

The three did, however, agree to

impose a NIS 600 million budget

cut and launch a sweeping foreign

currency reform “within one year.”

Politically, the dispute is widely

seen in light of foe strained rela-

tions between Meridor and his two
interlocutors.

Economically, the controversy-

over the trading bands stems from
the Bank of Israel's accelerated

dollar purchases over the past few
months, a process which has led

the bank to accumulate a record-

high of more than SI6 billion in

foreign currency reserves.

Expanded bands would allow the

bank to cease purchasing dollars,

without sharply reducing interest

rates. Meridor, on foe other hand,

would like to compel foe governor

The diagonal mechanism,
Page 3

to abandon his tight-money policy,

in line with the demands of indus-

trialists who want a weaker shekel.

While this dispute pertains to foe

shekel's stains in the short term.

Netanyahu did announce that

agreement was reached to lift near-

ly all foreign currency restrictions

within one year. This would mean

that Israelis will ultimately be

allowed to possess unlimited

amounts of foreign currency, open
bank accounts abroad, and freely

trade in financial asseLv anywhere
in foe world.

Meanwhile, the agreement
among the three to slash the budget

by an additional NIS 600m. may
also result in renewed discord with-

in the coalition, considering the

cuts must come jointly from foe

defense, education, labor and social

affairs, and health budgets, each of

which is presided over by parties

and individuals who are widely-

expected to resist that decision.

The need to further cut a budget

that was already trimmed by NIS
72b. when it was passed stems from

the Treasury's wish to rebalance the

budget, in order to achieve its self-

imposed goal of a deficit which is

2.S3- of gross domestic product.

Gaza dashes continue

A Morag woman argues with a soldier yesterday, as tension between residents of the Gush

Katif settlement and Palestinians remained high. Story, Page 2. iap)

Terrorist escapes

from PA custody

509007

By AKEH O'SULLIVAN

and news agencies

IDF troops last night set up road-

blocks and launched wide-reale

searches in Judea, Samaria, andfoe

Jordan Valley for a terrorist munter-

er who escaped from Palestinian

custody. . -

Abdel Qaisi, 20, escaped from a

Jericho hospital where he had1 b«n

taken from prison three daysago ftw

treatment of an ailment which

Palestinian officials did not disclose.

They said he fled through a window

The Palestinian Authority relayed

foe information to the IDF, which

immediately took action

him if he ventured into

territory, foe IDF Spokesman mL
A Palestinian security court tad

convicted QaJjL
terrorist and foe driver of foeir get

away* car, of killing Etta Tzur and

her 12-year-old son, Ephraim, near

Beit El in December.

Qaisi and the second gunman

were sentenced to life imprisonment

at hard labor. The third man was

jailed for 15 years. Security sources

said Palestinian forces were looking

for Qaisi in Jericho.

Bereaved husband and father Yoel

Tzar said Iasi night that Qaisi 's

escape was not unexpected: “We're

not surprised at the escape of the

murdererofmy wife and son. All of

foe steps taken by the Palestinian

Authority against foe murderer were

staged, and so was his escape.

“The autonomous region has

served as a staging area for foe mur-

der squads, and now it serves os a

refuge for the murderer of Etta and

Ephraim, of blessed memory, as

well as [foe killer of] yeshiva stu-

dent David Boim, who escaped

from Nablus Prison,"
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Hebron riots enter fourth day
Soldier, border policeman lightly injured

By MARGOT DUDKEVFTCH

There was fierce rioting in Hebron for the
fourth consecutive day yesterday. One bor-
der policeman and one IDF soldier were
lightly injured in clashes on Shallala Street,

not far from Beit Hadassah, the IDF
Spokesman said. Palestinian sources
claimed up to 30 Palestinians were injured.

while other sources set the number at 19.

Two of the Palestinians were seriously
hurt, one of them a 12-year-old boy shot in
the head with a rubber bullet. Rumors that

the boy had died added to the intensity of
the clashes toward noon.
The riots began in mid-moming and by

late afternoon were quelled. ’‘EveTy day the
riots start at the same time, when pupils

have a school break,” said one soldier.

According to Hebron Jewish community
spokesman Noam Arnon. 25 firebombs
were hurled at troops. However, the IDF
Spokesman could not confirm the number,
stating only that firebombs had been thrown'
at troops and border policemen, who dis-

persed the rioters with tear gas and rubber
bullets.

Amon said the Jewish community
demands the Palestinian Police take a firmer

band against the rioters. “Nothing happens
to them. There is no deterrence, so they con-

tinue to attack our soldiers," be said.

As in previous days, there were no
Palestinian policemen on hand to stop the

rioters from throwing bottles, cans, fire-

bombs, and large rocks at the troops.

The consecration of the tombstone
(30th day of mourning) of

MONICA SINGER
will take place at 15.30 on Friday, 20th June

at her grave on “Moshav Yanuv”

Our beloved

SALLY (Shlomo)

KATZENGOLD
is no more

The funeral has already taken place.

The Heartbroken Family

Shiva at 53 King David Boulevard, Tel Aviv.

With great sorrow we announce the passing of

DINA ZUSSMAN
wife of Ya'akov (Jack) Zussmanm

one of the founders of the Hebrew University

on Mount Scopus

who passed way in the fullness of time.

The funeral took place yesterday in Jerusalem.

Mourned by her:

Daughter: Melra and
Professor David M. Serr

Son: Effie and Tiki Zussman
Grandchildren: Ronnie, Yoni, Koby, Yaeli, Koby

Great-grandchildren: Moran,tMichal,Aucher,

rv Jonathan, Uftaand Danielle

Sister. Lida and Norton Krfeser

We deeply mourn the untimely passing of our dear
daughter, sister, granddaughter and aunt

RUSSIE CHAIT try
who was tragically taken from us at a young age.

Mourned by the Chait, Wolfset, Zwick and Shurin families

Shiva at 14/17 Rehov Agassi, Har Nof.

Rabbi Chaim Ozer and Teiby Chait and family

The Jewish Agency
for (ereel

The World Zionist

Organization

mourn the passing of

YITZHACK RAGER
Mayor of Beersheba

and extend condolences to the family

Charles (Corky) Goodman
Chairman of the

Board of Governors

Avraham Burg
Chairman of the

Executive

The Jewish Agency
for Israel

The World Zionist

Organization

extend sincere condolences to

Yitzhak Peretz

on the passing of his mother

Charles (Corky) Goodman
Chairman of the

Board of Governors

Avraham Burg
Chairman of the

Executive

i
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A Palestinian boy is rushed to the hospital yesterday after being hit in the head by a rubber bullet

fired by a soldier in Hebron. The boy, 12, who was first rumored to have been killed, was later

reported to be in serious condition.

REPORTER’S NOTEBOOK

‘A game of cat and mouse’
By MARGOT DUPKEWTCH

Jss
JCC Association

mourns the passing of

FRANCES FINKELSTEIN
of Minneapolis

and sends condolences to its

Executive Vice President

Allan Ffnkelstein

and the family

A few hundred meters from Beit

Hadassah, 1 0:30 a.m.

Palestinian shopkeepers on
Shallala Street close their stores

and stand on the sidewalk, looking

toward groups ofIDF soldiers hud-

dling behind metal shutters, dodg-

ing the rocks and firebombs being

hurled at them. Small groups of

Palestinian youths throw bottles

and rocks, tin cans and firebombs.

They jump out into the road,

throw, and mn back to hide behind

doorways and in alleys. The show
has begun.

Mujab Shahin, 17, stands next to

his father's store watching as sol-

diers aim at the rioters. "We want
peace,” he says, "but what sort of
peace is this, with soldiers treating

us so badly?”

He says the Palestinians are fed

up with the deadlock in the peace

talks. "Frustration is pushing peo-

ple to the streets.”

An old man, waving his walk-

ing stick in the air, walks up to

troops on a comer and yells at

them to leave. His shouts are

ignored. A young woman clasps

her baby close to her chest and

dodges behind the troops, opting

to take tiie side road away from
the riots.

A large explosion is heard, a fire-

bomb drops in front of a group of

soldiers sheltering behind a metal

shutter for protection from the

stones.

One of the soldiers points to a

Palestinian youth with a slingshot

in his hand, aiming at the soldiers.

“There he is,” says a soldier to his

friend, who aims his weapon. In a

split second, the youth disappears.

“It's a game of cat and mouse,”
says a soldier. “I've been here for

three months; in another few
weeks, we leave and go to

Lebanon. At least there the rules

are different Someone fires at you,

you shoot the heck out of him; here

we can’t do anything. That's why
they continue to riot."

A youth waving a tattered Israeli

flag jeers at the troops, and pro-

ceeds to bum it. A shot rings out;

tiie youth falls and others rush to

his aid and scoop him up.

Two international observers sit

on a curb behind die troops, watch-

ing the clashes, their faces hot and
red, their expressions somber.

Another group of soldiers runs

down a side road where stones are

being thrown. Shots are fired, and
the smell of tear gas hovers in the

air. A Border Police unit runs

toward the rioting Palestinians,

waving at die soldiers. “We’ll do

the work for you,” one shouts.

More explosions, a homemade
bomb, broken glass and stones.

Palestinian television crews and
foreign network cameramen race

toward the action wearing bright

colored plastic hats to protect their

heads from the stones. There are

no Palestinian policemen to be

seen. A sole Palestinian municipal

^worker wearing an orange arm-

band attempts to move the crowd
away. “Get away from here," he
yells, shoving a little boy.

Walking back towards Avraham
Avinu, past Beit Hadassah. along

the dusty road. At Gross Square,

it’s business as usual, with cars and
trucks passing by.

Soldiers stand on guard, alert

Two children from Avraham Avinu
run into the road; a truck races

towards them.A soldierjumps into

the road and stops the truck, urging

tiie children to cross quickly.

Once they reach the soldier, he
picks them up and chides them for

not checking for traffic before

crossing. “You must never run

across tiie road like that; you could
have been killed."

Yes, H2 is different; life is more
orderly. Yet only a few minutes

away, the soldier's comrades' lives

are in danger. In HI, there are

other rales.

Land of Israel Front
MKs visit Morag

By MARGOT DUPKEVTTCH

MKs of the Land of Israel Front

and settlement leaders planted

olive trees at Morag in Gush Katif

yesterday, as Palestinians jeered

and threw stones.

The MKs and heads of the

Council ofJewish Communities in

Judea, Samaria, and Gaza paid a

solidarity visit to Morag and met
with residents.

The Palestinians, who have
repeatedly tom down a fence sur-

rounding its hothouses, claim the

fence is on their land and erected

protest tents some weeks ago. The
claim has been rejected by the

IDF. Residents of Morag fear the

Palestinians may attack those

tending the hothouses, and have
demanded that the IDF remove
them.
On Monday night, settlers fed up

with the situation erected a tent in

protest, demanding that the IDF
remove the Palestinians. Some of
the residents claim they are con-
sidering constructing a new neigh-

borhood on the site.

As MKs planted tire olive trees,

the Palestinians started throwing
stones at them, and soldiers acting

as a buffer between the

Palestinians and the settlers asked
them and the council leaders to
leave, fearing an escalation in vio-

lence.

In addition, some 100
Palestinians staged a sit-in outside

the settlement to protest what they

SOCIAL & PERSONAL
THE WEEKLY MEETING or the Eng-
lish-speaking Jerusalem Rotary Club will

lake place today at 1:00 pun. at the YMCA.
King David Street. Distribution of Alloca-

tions and Mxaikmal Excellence Award.

said was confiscation of their land.

Reports from Gaza said troops

fired tear gas to disperse the

demonstrators.

The MKs and council leaders

were upset when OC Southern

Command Maj.-Gen. Shlomo
Yanai forbade their plane to land

at Neveh Dekalim, directing it to

Sde Te’eman near Beersheba.
The MKs said they were out-

raged, claiming that the muddled
leadership has turned the IDF into

a frustrated army. They promised
Gush Katif residents they would
shower the Knesset with motions
demanding the situation be dealt

with as soon as possible.

“It is clear that the Egyptian
influence on the negotiations has

resulted in the Palestinians'using a

war of attrition approach." said

council spokesman Yehiel Letter.

Meanwhile, another group of
Palestinians set up a protest tent at

ihe entrance to Gush Katif junc-

tion where a monument in memo-
ry of soldier Yehuda Levy who
was killed in rioting last

September, was dedicated last

week.
Arieh O’Sullivan tidds:

The government coordinator of
activities in the territories Maj.-
Gen. Ya’acov Orr and other top
officers toured the Gush Katif
area and later met with senior

Palestinian officials and police-

men in the Gaza Strip to try to
come to an arrangement on end-
ing the running clashes around
Morag.
Orr, accompanied by Col. Dov

Tzedaka, head of the Gaza district

coordinating office, met with
Jamil Tariff, who is responsible for

civilian affairs for the Palestinian

Authority.

US redirects

Israeli,

Egyptian

foreign aid

to Jordan
ByMLLBL KUTTLER

WASHINGTON - Jordan will

soon begin receiving an additional

$100 million in annual US aid, to be
supplied by assistance redirected

from the Israeli and Egyptian eco-

nomic packages, the White House
announced yesterday.

Hie amount is over and above die

$70 million already budgeted for aid

to Jordan in the next fiscal year. It

resulted from King Hussein's having

told President Bill Clinton during
their meeting here on April l that

Jordanians were not seeing the eco-

nomic benefits of peace with Israel.

The dollars wall go into and be dis-

tributed from a new Mkkfle East

Peace and Stability Fund, Clinton

announced yesterday. In a statement,

Clinton said the fund will ^respond

to urgent needs in that region. Tie
fund’s initial focus will be on assist-

ing Jordan as It pursues economic
modernization and reform.” He also

said tint over time die fund “will be
flexible enough to be used to support

other regional priorities as needed.”
While wary of setting a precedent

ofeven a token cut in theireconom-
ic aid packages. Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu and Egyptian
President Hosni Mubarak supported

the plan, which was made public a
month ago. Neither's military aid

package is affected

Clinton is to discuss details of die

plan in a White House meeting

today with Crown Prince Hassan.

Wednesday. June 18. 1997 The Jerusalem Post
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Mordechai to visit Paris Air Show

Defense

S£BSaScar4fesg---S-Sf#
devetop wanner defense relations and were working to

i<1:^SA^cSS out a la^ field exercise yesterday in

ho^r visit to For, tewas also

shown an ultra-modem command and control center.

OC Navy meets with ‘Bahai 1* families

The US Navy-assisted search for the missing Mbmanne

Dakar is to start next month in the Agean Sea,

research submarine to scan the ocean floor for any signs of ifae

W
OCNaiy Admiral Alex Tal told the families of the 69 missing

Dakar sailors on Monday that they would be allowed aboard

the research submarine when it calls at Haifa in July, the IDF

Spokesman said yesterday. The Dakar disappeared ui the

Mediterranean in 1968 on its maiden voyage from^gland.
Arieh O Sullivan

The UN Secretariat's difficulties in preparing a report on the

Har Homa housing project, as required by the General

Assembly, was due to its demand for a free hand in investi-

gating all settlement activity here rather than to excessive

Israeli restrictions, a senior Foreign Ministry aide said yester-

UCljt m

Undersecretary-General for Political Affairs Kieran

Prendergast’s decision not to conduct an on-scene probe was

taken despite the June 25 deadline set by the world organization

for a UN report on the settlement issue.

“If they choose to come, they will be able to deal with Har

Homa and then leave,” said the Foreign Ministry’s Freddy

Eitan. JayBushinsky

Settler acquitted in attack on Palestinian

Shneur Katz, 28. of Shilo, was acquitted yesterday by Tel Aviv

District Court of charges he attacked a Palestinian news- photog-

rapher during a demonstration in Samaria last July. Judge Oded

Mudrick accepted a video film of the incident as proving Katz

did not harm the photographer. Another settler, Adi Yarden, was

previously convicted of attacking the photographer with an iron

bar and breaking his camera. Stiff*

Youth killed in crash
Kamal Abulgian, 17, was killed Monday night and his brother

Yitzhak, 24, was moderately injured when their van flipped over

near Beersheba. A passerby freed die brothers from the wreck

and brought them to Soroka Hospital, but Kamal died on the

way.
Seven people were injured yesterday evening in a three-vehi-

cle collision near Sakhnin. The injured were taken to Nahariya

Government Hospital;"where three are in serious condition, two.
.

in moderate condition, and two are being treated for light

injuries.
' tom'

Od Yosef Chai students protest

Students at the Od Yosef Chai yeshiva in Joseph’s Tomb set

up a protest tent at the Elon Moreh junction outside Nablus yes-

terday, saying they will continue their Torah studies in tiie tent

until they are permitted to enter the compound. The IDF closed
Joseph’s Tomb to yeshiva students and worshipers, fearing vio-

lence would escalate in tiie area. According to reports,

Palestinians are preventing vehicles from entering and leaving
the compound. Margot Dudkevisch

Remands extended for alleged land dealer Idler
Jerusalem Magistrate’s Court yesterday extended by two days

the remand of Hadar Ouda, a Palestinian Authority intelligence
operative who is suspected of kidnapping in connection with the
recent murders of land dealers.

Gidrawi Hashem, who is suspected of similar offenses, was
remanded for two additional days on Monday. Both are from
AtaroL /tim
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NEWSLINE

Ezra Sadan, former director-general of the Treasury.

By«BEHM»FERFRIEDUH

If Ok diagonal tend is widened, what will
happen to the shekel exchange rate?
...I wouldn't know specifically, but I <

ket position without Bank of Israel interventions.

we will see any depreciation.
don't think

band?
****** oppose widening the

-The Ministry of Finance insists that [Bank of
Israel Governor Jacob] Frenkel lower interest
rates m exchange for a widening of the band. But
the Ministry of Finance should balance its budget
and resort to the instruments it has at its disposal
rather than just saying no to Frenkel’s proposals!
In .the Iasi five years, the Ministry of Finance did
not develop a single instrument through which to

;

deal.w«h the effects of a widened band.
^In the long run, there is no escaping widening
the band, but that means the government will
gradually lose control over the shekel’s exchange
rate.

On the one hand, people say they are for dereg-
ulation, but when it comes to actually implement-
ing it, they are shocked by the fact that the gov-
ernment will lose control.

What are the benefits of such a move?
I think that in. the. long run, Frenkel is right; if

we want to mainlain our position as a Western
economy, we have to take these steps. A widened
band will allow the shekel to find its natural mar-

Wfll a more freely floating shekel result in

capital flight?

There is no doubt in my mind that widening the

band is an exercise designed to trim excess for-

eign currency reserves.

Israel has accumulated $16 billion as a result of
the Bank of Israel's market interventions. This
money sits relatively idly and is not helping
induce economic growth.

The Ministry of Finance also wants to reduce
the foreign currency reserves, but it suggests
achieving this by reducing interest rates.

.
Are exporters' fears that with widened trad-

ing bands the shekel will appreciate well

founded?
We have to remind the industrialists that 25

years ago union leaders and farmers opposed the

signing of various free-trade agreements, and then
they adjusted to them.
In the short run, these groups may ask for a

smooth change rather than jump into cold water,
but this is not always possible, if people find they
are in the wrong business, they will have to adjust.

The Ministry of Finance says that if interest

rates are high, industrialists are not keen on
investing and spending.
But if interest rates are lowered and inflation

rises to 10% or 15%, the industrialists will say.

“What do we care."

BACKGROUND Two no-

The diagonal mechanism confidence

motions

submitted

ByAMOTZASA-EL

In order to keep the shekel

exposed to some market forces,

but at the same lime prevent it

from fluctuating too sharply, the

Bank of Israel created the so-

called diagonal mechanism.
By measuring the difference

between Israel’s expected annual

inflation and the leading foreign

economies’ actual inflation, die

bank created a diagonal line

which spans the entire fiscal

year, and imposed 7 percent

bands above and under it. That is

the realm within which the cen-
tral bank allows the shekel’s

exchange rate to fluctuate.

towards~iis basket of five leading
world currencies.

In other words, at a given
moment the shekel's optimal
exchange rate, from the bank’s

viewpoint, should be the point on
the diagonal which represents
that moment, and its actual rate

would be above or under it.

according to the markets' whims.
If the markets try to push the

shekel to the upper band's limit,

which from the bank’s viewpoint

would imply an excessively

weak currency, the bank would
intervene in trading, by buying

shekels, and thereby artificially

raising their price.

Conversely, should the markets

pull the shekel toward the bottom

date

end of the trading bands, the

bank would perceive the shekel

as excessively strong and conse-
quently sell shekels'

The latter scenario is the one
we have been witnessing for the

past few months, during which
the central bank has sold so many

shekels, and bought so many dol-
lars. that Israel’s foreign curren-
cy reserves have hit an all-time
high of more than SI6 billion.

Frenkel’s aim, therefore, was
to expand the bands, and therebv
cease to buy dollars, while slick-

ing to his guns on the interest

rate front.

Meridor's aim, however, was to

induce Frenkel to significantly

lower interest rates, making the
shekel less attractive to traders

and thereby causing it to depreci-

ate on the markets.

In this, the finance minister
represents the interests of
exporters, who are injured in the

short term by a strong currencv
since their revenues are in for-

eign currencies, while their

expenses, particularly wages, are

in shekels.

In the event that the shekel

actually becomes fully convert-

ible, 3S Netanyahu yesterday
promised to make the Israeli cur-

rency “within one year,"* the

diagonal mechanism would be
obsolete since the exchange rate

would be determined by the mar-
kets alone.

By UAT COLLINS

Labor and Meretz have submitted

no-confidence motions in the prime
minister over his economic policy.

Labor faction chairman Ra'anan
Cohen entitled his motion: "The
danger of economic collapse.” He
said the steep rise in unemployment
and the dispute between the Bank
of Israel and the Treasury over
interest and monetary policies cre-

ates a threat to the whole economy.
Meretz faction chairman Haim

Oron criticized Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu saying he
“prefers leaking derails of his poli-

cies to actually carrying them out.”
He said the government is carry-

ing out a "zig-zag policy which will

bring about political disaster and a
deep economic crisis. The prime
minister is dealing with the status of
Finance Minister Dan Meridor in

the government, rather than the
state of the thousands joining the

ranks of the unemployed.”

HebrewPress Review
MICHAL YCDEl.MAN

%
-Z ‘v-2‘s ”~s:

Smelling like a rose.

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu has the knack of
emerging from every debacle
smelling like a rose, Ha'aretz
columnist Yoel Marcus observed
yesterday.

Marcus noted Netanyahu is the

first prime minister whom the

High Court ofJustice said it would
not be unreasonable to indict. Yet
after five months of investigation

in which Netanyahu himselfwas a
suspect, and despite the conspira-

cy to damage the rule of law, and
the High Court's giving additional

validity to the harsh report written

by Attorney-General Elyakim
Rubinstein and State Attorney

Edna Arbel, the prime minister

emerged unscathed.

Marcus regrets that, from die

outset, a large part of the public

foiled to grasp die severity of die

Bar-On report: "The earth didn’t

shake after die' lethal Rubinstein-

Arbel report, and will not tremble

after the High Court ruling left us

a prime minister who remains in

office on grounds of reasonable

doubt.” Marcus notes dryly dial if

anyone entertains hopes of raising

the moral level of government
conduct following the Bar-On
affair, he will discover that

Netanyahu has other plans to dis-

tract public opinion.

On the day of the High Court

ruling, he points out, Yedioi

Aharonoi came out with thebomb-
shell of a revolutionary economic

plan “attributed to ‘a senior source

in the Prime Minister’s Office’

who lodes like Bibi and talks like

Bibi.” The essence of this plan,

suggests Marcus, is casting doubt

on Dan Meridor's remaining in

office as finance minister. Marcus

adds that Netanyahu is determined

to “make order” in his cabinet, and

his proposed cabinet reshuffle will

provide the next story on the pub-

lic agenda. .

A big mistake
Ma'arxv columnist Yosef LapJd

slates bluntly that kicking Meridor

out of the Treasury and cabinet

would be the act of a bully defying

all humane, professional, or elec-

toral logic.

Lapid says the public sees

Meridor as an honest, decent, and

amiable man, who did reasonably

well in his post despite the large

deficit left him by his predecessor.

But the worst mistake

Netanyahu would be making in

getting rid of Mendor lies m the

feet that he is today the only onem
(he Likud leadership who is sup-

ported by the transient center oi

(he political map, which is essen-

tial to winning the elections.

Lapid warns the government not

to delude itself that a freeze of the

peace process is a solution. He
says die mini-intifada in Hebron
and Gaza this week is only a pro-

logue for much more severe

events and will soon lead to a
frontal confrontation.

The empty promise
Ha’aretz columnist Hanna Kim

portrays Yisrael Ba’aliya chair-

man and Industry and Trade
Minister Natan Sharansky as an

empty promise. Sharansky, who
had promised to fight against reli-

gious coercion and for the rule of
law, was the spoonful of sugar

supposed to sweeten the bitter pill

of this government’s right-wing -

haredi - religious coalition. But so

for Sharansky has fulfilled none of

his promises, including those to

improve the housing and employ-
ment plight of new immigrants.

Kim notes that Netanyahu owes
Sharansky his election victory,

showing how Yisrael Ba’aliya

worked closely with die Likud in

the campaign, sharing the same
apparatus and even several of the

same contributors.

She points out that Netanyahu’s
right-hand man, Avigdor
Lieberman, was also an executive

member of the Zionist Forum, a

body Sharansky beaded and used

to found his party. Yisrael Ba'aliya

Immigration Minister Yuli

Edelstein was Netanyahu’s advis-

er, and with these two Sharansky

planned to take over the new
immigrant vote.

Kim also reveals that sources

close to Netanyahu said at the time

that he was interested in setting up
an immigrants’ party as a “satellite

party” to help him get elected

prime minister.

Kim concludes that although he
would be the last minister to want
new elections, Sharansky had to

create this coalition crisis, in view

of growing unemployment and

tire government’s cancellation of

employment budgets for new
immigrants, as well as die viola-

tion of other commitments.

Israelis par-excellence

Ma’ariv satirical columnist

Efraim Sidon, on the other hand,

cites the Russian immigration as

an example ofspeedy and success-

ful integration. There are two sure

signs of this, says Sidon.

The first is a coalition crisis and

threats to quit the government

over political appointments. The

second, more important, sign is

that when investigations begin,

from which the faint aroma of cor-

ruption arises, those involved

immediately accuse veteran

Israelis ofracism, persecution, and

condescension.

Dedication of the Jack & Pearl

Resnick Institute for

Advanced Technology
Building
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Amnesty Int’l

issues 1996 report
Says that ‘torture of Palestinians in

Israeli jails continues to be systematic’
By Jerusalem Post Staff

Amnesty International yester-

day published its yearly report on
human rights abuses in 1996. The
378-page report details violations

by more than 200 governments.
Today, the report will be present-

ed to Attorney-General Elyakim
Rubinstein.

AI is a worldwide voluntary

movement, claiming some
1.000,000 members and patrons.

Its stated goals are to “free all

prisoners of conscience and
ensure fair and prompt trials for

political prisoners.”

Following are summaries of the

report's findings in Israel, Jordan,

Egypt, Syria, and the Palestinian

Authority-controlled areas.

attacked.”

AI called for the release or fair

trial of administrative detainees
and stressed that “sustained peace
and security could only be built

on the basis of respect for human
rights.”

Israel

At least 1,600 Palestinians were
arrested. (1,000 after suicide

bombings). Six hundred more and
five Jewish Israelis were made
administrative detainees, of
whom 250 remained by year’s

end.

Three conscientious objectors

and 65 Lebanese were jailed or
transferred from Lebanon. Trials

of l ,000 Palestinians did not meet
international standards. They
were charged with membership in

illegal organizations and stone-

throwing, and were often convict-

ed on the basis of confessions

extracted by force.

Torture of Palestinians “contin-

ued to be systematic,” sanctioned

by secret guidelines permitting

“moderate” physical and psycho-
logical pressure. “Increased phys-
ical pressure” was sanctioned

after bombings.

At least 80 Palestinians died

mostly in confrontation with the

IDF, some “suggesting extrajudi-

cial executions.” notably master
bomber Yihya Ayyash in January.

The dead included 65 in the

exchange of fire at checkpoints in

September. Helicopter gunships

sometimes reportedly shot at

crowds. Seven houses were
demolished as punishment.
Palestinians killed 56 Israelis.

General Security Service viola-

tions went unpunished. A discipli-

nary court convicted the inter-

rogator of one man, Abel Samad
Harizat, who died from shaking,

of “not canying out his duty” and
he returned to work.

Security forces “continued to

enjoy virtual impunity for past

human rights violations.” In

November, four agents were fined

one agora each for “negligently

causing the death” of a passenger
in a car which stopped at a check-
point.

Mordechai Vanunu, who sold

nuclear secrets, remained in soli-

tary confinement for a 10th year.

Marcus Klingberg, a convicted
Soviet spy, 78, was refused a sen-

tence reduction despite health

problems.
Israeli forces in Lebanon killed

102 civilians in a single incident

in the UN compound at Kana.

This was part of the 1 50 casualties

in Operation Grapes of Wrath. AI

;
published a separate earlier report

earlier and considered that the

compound “was deliberately

Syria

Scores of people were arrested

on political grounds, adding to

hundreds arrested from previous

years. At least seven were banged
in a Damascus square in March.

Many have disappeared. Thirteen

Kurds were arrested in February

1996 for celebrating their New
Year in Aleppo and were still in

jail 10 months later. Some 160
people were in jail for supporting

the Party for Communist Action.

Another dozen were associated

with the Communist Party politi-

cal bureau.

Ten were sentenced to between
five and 10 years for connection'

with the unauthorized
Committees for the Defense of
Democratic Freedoms and
Human Rights in Syria. Some 23
suspected communists were
released.

Islamic fundamentalists in jail

number in the hundreds, many
since the late 1970s, their where-
abouts unknown. Dozens of doc-

tors and engineers arrested after a

one-day general strike in 1981

remain in jail. AI includes no

Widely recognized as perhaps Israel's most important
security asset, the Golan is for the moment on the back
burner. But it won’t be there for long. So what better time i

than now to join Shorashim and The Jerusalem Post
Travel Club for an in-depth, English-speaking two day
tour of the area. We'll visit the settlements, examine the
security issues and view the terrain, the animals, the
water and the beauty.

Well visit the museum at Kibbutz Tbl Katsrir, Mitzpe Nukeib,
the Byzantine church of Kursi, Mount Bentai, Kibbutz Afik,

Emek Habacha. Well pick blueberries to our heart's content,

look at the reflooded Hula, view Nebi Yosha, Tel Kadesh,
Ha'Eilot, the famous Bnot Ya'acov bridge, Khan Yarda, Kfar
Hanassi and the wineries of Kibbutz Amiad. A truly
magnificent tour. Overnight at Kibbutz Kfar Blum, with a
Lecture on the wolves of the Golan.

I

The date: Srmday-Monday, July 13-14

The guide: Israel Shalem.

The price: NIS 595. Includes transportation from
j

Jerusalem or Ttel Aviv and back, background lectures find

on-the-spot explanations, entrance to all sites, half-board

accommodation in a double room, lunch and dinner on
the first day, breakfast and lunch-box on the second.

Pick-up and drop-off along the route when possible, by
prior arrangement.

Reservations and farther information:

SHORASHIM, POB 7588, 14 Rehov Abarbanel,
Rehavia, Jerusalem 91074

TeL 02-566^231 (9:30 ajn.-2&0 pjn.) |
Ask for Michal, Vered or Varda. £

details of torture in Syrian jails.

The Palestinian Authority
At least 1,200 people were

arrested on security grounds,
including 900 after suicide bomb-
ings.- Most were released without
charges within the year. At least

20 received “grossly” unfair trials

in state security courts. Torture
was widespread. Four died in jail

and 10 were killed by PA security

forces, sometimes suggesting
extrajudicial executions. Eleven
were sentenced to death but no
judicial execution was carried

ouL
The new Legislative Council

passed a first reading of a basic

law declaring PA respect for UN
human rights standards, but even
when the PA High Court in

Ramallah ordered the release of
10 Bir Zeit University students,

the ruling was ignored and the

court president was forced to

retire.

Three human rights workers.

Bassem Eid, Mohammed
Dahman, and Iyyad Sanaj, were
jailed for a day. two weeks and
two weeks respectively. Sarraj ran

an official PA-licensed human
rights monitoring group. All were
accused of spreading false infor-

mation about PA abuses. Torture

was widespread, including ciga-

rette burnings, beatings, molten
plastic, burning by electrical

appliance, suspensions from the

ceiling, and sleep deprivation.

Three died from torture in jail.

Tim subsequent trial of three of
the alleged torturers was itself

unfair.

Amnesty met with PA Chairman
Yasser Arafat and talked about the

impunity with which police

abused human rights. Arafat said

he was committed to ending tor-

ture.

Jordan
Five prisoners of conscience

remained in jail. Hundreds were
arrested after anti-government
bread riots in August, and some
alleged torture. More than 100
political detainees were tried,

some unfairly in state security

courts. Jabal Dawleh died in cus-

tody after alleged torture or ill-

treatment- There were nine exe-

cutions from 21 sentenced to

death.

Six Hamas supporters arrested

in March-April alleged they were
tortured. Medical certificates of
four showed injuries consistent

with the allegations. No action

was taken by authorities against

die torturers.

Ata Rushta, spokesperson of the

Tahrir Party (radical Islamic) was
sentenced to three years for a

newspaper interview, though he
did not advocate violence.

Five journalists were held for

for up to 10 days incommunicado,
for lese-majeste. or inciting sec-

tarian or ethic disorder.

Egypt
Seven prisoners of conscience

were sentenced to three years

imprisonment and 53 others, tried

in 1995. sat in jail. Thousands of

suspected supporters of banned
Islamic groups were held without

trial. Torture was systematic and
no legal action has ever been
taken against members of the

State Security Intelligence, AI
said.

There were 45 death sentences

including 1 4 executions.

Opposition groups committed
grave violations of human rights

including deliberate and arbi-

trary killing of at least 70 civil-

ians.

A 1981 state of emergency
remained in force. President

Hosni Mubarak referred trials, of
Moslem Brother members to mil-

itary courts. The prosecution

failed to show evidence demon-
strating any recognizable criminal

offense, despite the charges of
attempting to overthrow the

regime.

Seven death penalties were
imposed on civilians in military

coun.

i
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Invisible ink test disallowed inAzzam trial
^

Lebanon
Scores arrested, several political

prisoners sentenced. There was
one apparent extrajudicial execu-
tion and 10 were sentenced to

death. The fate of thousands of
Palestinians. Lebanese, Syrians,

and others abducted since 1975
remains unknown.
In September the Lebanese gov-

ernment issued a law regulating

audio-visual media, limiting
licenses to six TV and 12 radio
stations.

Scores, mainly from Christian

opposition groups, were arrested

after a December attack on a
Syrian minibus in which the dri-

ver was killed. Some alleged tor-

ture.

ANassents group, the Lebanese
popular Congress, saw 25 arrests.

Members of the pro-Iraqi wing of
the Baath Party were transferred

to Syria. Christian militia leader

Samir Geagea, was acquitted of
bombing a church but sentenced
to 10 years for maintaining an
illegal militia. Others were sen-

tenced to death in absentia.

CAIRO (AP) - Hie court crying

Azzam Azzam, the Israeli citizen

who is accused of spying for

Israel, yesterday refused a request

from Azzam's lawyer to test invis-

ible ink that prosecutors say was
used to write secret messages.

Farid al-Deeb demanded that a

forensic laboratory examine the

substance, which an indictment

alleges was obtained from
women’s underwear which had
been soaked In the ink by contacts

in Israel. The reputed ink is the

key evidence in the case against

Azzam.
So far, the court has relied on the

reports of intelligence officers.

Yesterday it heard closed-door tes-

timony from one of the officers,

who said he had carried out tests

Azzam Azzam

on the substance and verified that

it is, in fact, invisible ink.

Presiding judge Moharam

Darveesh told al-Deeb feai
j

*e

court was satisfied with the testi-

mony and believed that Egypt s

intelligence agency was qualtfi

to perform the analysis.

Azzam and an Egyptian man.

Emad Abdel-Hamid Ismail, wen*

on trial last month on the charge,

of spying for Israel.
,

Prosecutors say two female

Israeli agents recruited Azzam in

Israel after sleeping with him.

They say Azzam brought tne

women's underwear to Egypt ana

that Ismail was to use it to obtain

the invisible ink and then write

dispatches to his Israeli contacts.

The alleged recruiters are being

tried in absentia.

Azzam and Ismail have pleaded

innocent to the spying charges.

Israel has demanded Azzam svf

release. sayinfi he is innocent. ...

Al-Deeb and his fellow lawyers ;

have been sharply criticized for

aereeine to defend Azzam. hi an,'

incident on May 18, a lawyer ha

al-Deeb in the face inside fee ,

courtroom, while others Screamed :

insults at him. Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu and Israeli

diplomats present.

Yesterday’s session, however;

was orderly because the judge has

ruled that anyone wishing to- .

attend the hearing must obtain a

special permit in advance.

Like in other sessions, Azzam s_.

relatives and Israeli diplomats and .

officials attended the hearing,

which was procedural. The fpal

resumes today. .

,'^rvyvi* FGt]

Prof David Ben-Ezra examines Andrula Hajianu, whose sight he restored in an operation on Monday, before she returned to

her borne in Cyprus yesterday. <Avi

Jerusalem doctor restores Cypriot woman’s sight
By JUDY SIEGEL

A 53-year-old Cypriot woman who had
been blind since die age of two and never

seen her husband was given the gift of sight

in one eye at Hadassah-University Hospital

in Jerusalem’s Ein Kerem.
On Monday, the woman. Andrula

Hajianu, underwent a complicated three-

hour operation by Prof. David Ben-Ezra of

the ophthalmology department The surgery

included the use of ultrasound to make
holes in her left eye and repair parts that

had fused together - the result of a severe.

untreated infection that she contracted as a

baby.

Her right eye, which is completely non-
functional. had suffered a complete break-

down of the cornea. For years she bad heard

that Israeli ophthalmologists are excellent

and after pressing her government to help

her. she was sent to Israel.

“The first thing she said when I took off

the bandages was that I am very tall,” said

Ben-Ezra. who noted that the woman - who
was accompanied here by someone from the

School for the Blind in Cyprus - will now
be able to get around and take care of her-

self. “But it won't be easy to learn to read

and she has to learn to differentiate among
colors, as her mind was not taught to see.'*

A telephone operator. Hajianu will now be
able to work without feeling her way
around. Hajianu returned yesterday to her

country, eager to see her husband and her

grandchild for the first time in her life.

“It was fortunate that doctors in Cyprus
were afraid to treat her left eye, in ^hich she
was able to see only light, for fearthat she
would be completely in fee dark,” Ben-Ezra
said. “As a result, we were able to restore

her sight, however complex the surgery
”

Knesset panel tackles

corruption cases

Lieberman seeks

to soothe Greens
ByUATCOLUHS

With the Bar-On Affair barely

over, yesterday’s Knesset Interior

Committee meeting on the investi-

gation of public officials in fraud

and corruption cases became high-

ly charged.

Police Dep.-Cmdr. Yerahmiel
Halperin. head of the national

fraud squad, told the committee
that in the past 18 months, the

police had dealt with 53 com-
plaints against senior local author-

ity officials, although investiga-

tions were launched in only 12
cases. He said six local council

1m

heads had been questioned.
Halperin stressed that the police

does not publicize cases it is

investigating.

Emanuel Zissmann (Third Way)
said he is certain many of the com-
plaints are filed for political rea-

sons. He advocated legislation to

prevent leaks from investigations.

Beit She’an Mayor Shlomo Ben-
Lulu, who was recently acquitted

on corruption charges after a two-
year investigation and trial,

described his experiences. He said
his deputy mayor had been arrest-

ed and held for 10 days on suspi-

cion of stealing thousands of dol-
lars, before the case was closed.

Committee chairman Saiiah
Tarif (Labor) said police investi-

gations are necessary even if ulti-

mately no indictment results. He
also warned against leaks, howev-
er, noting the large number of
cases in which charges are not
pressed. He called on the police to

be more sensitive and on the State

Attorney's Office to help speed up
trials.

By UAT COLLINS

Avigdor Lieberman, director-gen-

eral of the Prime Minister's Office,

yesterday explained to members of
the Knesset's green caucus fee idea
behind a planned national enterpris-

es law. The proposal aims to cut the
bureaucracy in major projects by
avoiding the National Planning and
Construction Law. Last month,
reports of his plan raised an angry
response from environmentalists
and the directors-general of other
ministries.

The meeting was the initiative of
MK Avraham Herschson, who
heads fee green caucus.

Ueberman stressed that the idea is

still in fee formative stage and he
had not yet decided whether to cany
out the project by legislation or by
other means.

“I am also concerned wife envi-
ronmental issues,” he said.

Although the list of projects feat
would fall in the category of a
national enterprise has yet to be
completed, Lieberman gave some

examples. They included; construct-

ing an underground rail system in

the Tel Aviv area; closing fee Hirya
landfill near Ben-Gurion Airport;.-

moving Sde Dov Airport from Tfel

Aviv to an off-shore artificial island;

moving the gas depot at Pi GHot
junction; and fee Ben-Guricn 2000

'

plan.

“Some of these cannot wait any
longer. There is also a safety factor

involved," Lieberman said.

He noted fee danger to flights’

from the birds swarming above fee

Hirya dump and the risk from fee

gas depot close to a heavily popalaK .
-

edarea.

Lieberman said he intends to seek'

'

a way to get rid of “bureaucratic^
..

bottlenecks” and noted that some of

these projects have been under dis-

cussion since the 1970s. An bde-: •
.

pendent authority would be estate

lished to oversee the national enter-
*

pises, he said.
‘.-/jf

MKsAvraham Poraz (Shfnni) and
Eitan Cabel (Labor) both said fee

bottleneck is at the decision-making
level.

Fascinatin' Rhythm
June 21

Israel's own agony aunt has the answers

Concert at 21:1

5

Wine and Cheese at 2Xh30

A lively Gershwin Evening

Rami Bar Niv - piano,

Cara Goodrich - soprano

Naomi Feldman - saxophone.

Next concert June 28

"The Blossoming Rose"

Troubadour Quintet,

An evening of Spanish and Ladino son^.

Dear Ruthie,

l miss reading Dear Abby. Whai should l do?
Dear Ruthie,

What should I do? I have a serious problem that I feel only
Marge Proops could handle. Any advice?
Dear Ruthie,

How can I explain to my relatives abroad what life is REALLY like

here?

ANSWER: BUY "DEAR RUTHIE"

JP Price NIS 35

To: Books, The Jerusalem Post,

POB 81 , Jerusalem 91000, Israel

Tickets NIS 45ttQ - Group rates avafiabte

Please send me copies of Dear Ruthie, at NIS 35 per copy.
e-maii-

Enclosed is my check, payable to The Jerusalem Post or credit card details

VISA ISC/MCD DINERS AMEX

25 Granot St Jerusalem, "fet 02-5611066

I Proceeds benefit fee Jerusalem Post Funds
«- - • ..r«
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EU reform stutters

Terre Blanche jailed

1

^?
der ®f neo-Nazi Afrikaner Resistance Movement, arrives at the courthouse in Potchefstroom,

2*oum Africa, yesterday. Terre Blanche was sentenced to six years in jail for attempting to murder a black man. , Reuier

>

Mews agencies

AMSTERDAM -The European

Union considered adopting a new
treaty yesterday that would bar it

from assuming a military role - in

effect, recognizing the primacy of
NATO in European security.

France and Germany have
pushed for a new EU treaty to

include responsibility for defense
- a position strongly opposed by
the United Stales' the largest

power in the NATO military

alliance.

But half a dozen others, led by
Britain, opposed this, fearing it

will only undermine NATO and
spark an American disengagement
from Europe.
British Prime Minister Tony

Blair told his European partners
not to get carried away with any
desires to defend the continent
together.

"Europe has not proved it can
run a common foreign policy, let

alone a common defense policy,"

British officials quoted him as
saying at the summit.

Britain, Denmark and the bloc's
neutrals - Sweden. Ireland,

Finland and Austria - have resist-

ed calls for integration of the

Western European Union (WEU)
into the. bloc, seen by the rest as a
step towards true integration.

An aide to British Prime
Minister Tony Blair said; “He is
not going to allow anything to so
through which he believes could
be interpreted as undermining
NATO."
The leaders struggled yesterday

to make headway on finalizing the
new treaty to modernize the 15 -

member bloc as it enters the next
century and prepares to embrace
new members from eastern
Europe.

Flushed with heading off. for
now, a potential crisis over mone-
tary union, leaders at a iwo-day
summit in the Dutch capital
appeared bogged down over a
number of key issues, such as rais-

ing die Union's profile on the
global diplomatic stage and
streamlining its joint decision-
making processes.

Diplomats said one of the tough-
est fights would be over flexibili-

ty, where a number of countries
want to retain a veto to prevent
them from being left behind bv
eager integration ists.

Undeterred by. at best, a luke-
warm response to a pledge to pay

more attention to jobs and growth
in the run-up to monetary union,

the summit battled to overcome
pockets of national resistance to

proposed changes to the way the

Union works.

Officials said there was wide
agreement on the direction a new
treaty should take, but large differ-

ences among the 15 partners on
sensitive issues such as defense
and power-sharing.

"It's going very slowly," said

Italian Foreign Minister Lambeno
Dini.

Asked what were the chances of
a deal on a new treaty yesterday,
he replied: “A little better that

50:50 at the moment.
There's still a very long way to

go." Under the latest draft treaty,

drawn up by the Dutch EU presi- .

dency. EU countries would agree
to cooperate more closely on asy-
lum, immigration, visa policy and
crime fighting, although Britain.
Ireland and Denmark 'have been
offered opt -outs.
The move to href up coopera-.,

tion on borders and immigration is

'

part of the EU's plans to create an
area of freedom, security and jus-
tice designed io appeal io a disen-
chanted populace.

Pol Pot mystery
deepens

PHNOM PENH (AP) - Mystery
deepened yesterday over the fete

of notorious Khmer Rouge leader
Pol Pot as rebel radio accused him
of “betrayal" and one of
Cambodia’s co-premiers
expressed doubts he would be
found alive.

The radio broadcast claimed
Khmer forces, reportedly split into

pro- and anti-Pol Pot factions over
the past week, had rallied behind
Khieu Samphan, the group’s fig-

urehead president

But First Premier Norodom
Ranariddh told reporters that

Khieu Samphan remained a
-

hostage of Pol Pot, said to be sur-

rounded in fee northern jungles by
1,000 guerrillas who have turned

against him.

If was unclear whether .Pol Pot,.

69, wasdeador afive,.in control.or

deposed. The mystery was
emblematic of fee way he hiled

between 1975 and 1979, causing

the deaths of some two million

people in an attempt to turn

Cambodia into a vast labor camp.

Tories tail again

to elect new leader
LONDON — Britain’s battered

Conservatives failed to elect a

leader for the second time yester-

day, and will choose tomorrow

between a seasoned moderate and

a fast-rising star of the right

Former Treasury chief Kenneth

Clarke, 56, again led the poll with

64 votes, 19 short of the necessary

majority of the 164 Conservative

members of Parliament

William Hague, 36, was two

votes behind in the race to succeed

former Prime Minister John

Major.

John Redwood, 45, the former

Welsh secretary, had 38 votes and

was eliminated.

The battle to lead the defeated

party plumbed new depths of acri-

mony yesterday as Clarke attacked

his rival Hague as a divisive

opportunist .

Britain’s position on the single

currency, which is supposed to be

launched in 1999. dominated fee

campaign, just as it bedeviled

Major’s defeated government
Clarke accused Hague, the 36-

year-old betting favorite, of shift-

ing his position markedly during

the campaign. Hague now says

that if he became prime minister,

he would not lead Britain into a

single cunency. “William has
few known views on any other

subject” Clarke said in a BBC
radio interview yesterday.

Hague's insistence that any
Conservatives who wanted to

serve under his leadership must

declare their opposition to a sin-

gle European currency was a

recipe for more division, said

Clarke, the party’s most promi-

nent pro-European.

“That is not the campaign of a

unity candidate. That is the cam-

paign of a candidate who’s trying

to settle an old issue,” Clarke said

shortly before the party’s 164

members of parliament voted for a

leader to succeed John Major.

(News agencies)

US: Iran expanding

missile threat

ABU DHABI (AP) - Iran has

started test-firing a new ermse

missile designed to stnke ships,

Defense Secretary Wiliam Cohen

cited *is as

evidence of a sinister intent in

Iran’s military buildup.

At a news conference in Bahrain

before flying to* Cohen^ari

Iran is testing a Cfonese-maoe

anti-ship missile

launched from aircraft; That js in

addition » cruise nuS**

already has based on shore and

mpmmsm
WSSa

CO
rC'violate interna;

•E-sr srusr-
^rSreris-aln addition's

developing missnes
destruction, improving

that can strike neighboring

nations, and boasting of its ability

to close the Straits of Hormuz, ne

added. .

The disclosure that the Chinese

have supplied Iran with 2 new

cruise missile coincides wife fee

CUnion administration s Jw
extending normalized trade rela-

tions with Beijing.

Cohen did not address the China

trade issue in his remarks, but

focused instead on Iran s new mts-

*
fa AbuDhabi. whose rulers have

a long-running dispute wi* Iran

over control ofAbu Musa island in

ibe straits, Cohen found an agree-

able audience. rj A£
fa two hours of talks. UAt

President Zayed bin Sultan agreed

their should be no wftwirog

Stard Iran, Cohen s spokesman

Kenneth Bacon said. «e

“51 discomfort and concern

about fee amount of money fee?

(Iranians) are puttmg

military,". Bacon
said- They re

very worried.

“I think we cannot say anything
for sure, but 1 think the chances
are very, very small of finding him
alive," Ranariddh said.

The broadcast - which said “fee

betrayal of Pol Pot has ended” -
appeared to signal at the least feat

his political sway, if not his life,

was over.

“Political death is much more
important than the physical one,

but I think feat Pol Pot even phys-

ically speaking is not well,” fee

prince said. “His health, mi the

contrary, is very, very poor." The
broadcast said the rebels under

Khiea Samphan would throw their

support behind Ranariddh's royal-

ist party in elections next year.

The royalists have been compet-

ing wife fee formerly communist
Cambodian People’s Party for fee

guerrillas since mass Khmer
Rouge defections began last

August - two months after rumors
circulated that Pol Pot had died.

He has not been seen since by out-

siders, but the rumors have never

been confirmed.
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I^mg in the army

A moss demonstration will take place in Kikar Rabin, Saturday night, June 28, at 9 p.m.

To take part in our activities, call Telemesser 03-565-1551.

To send donations and receive information, write to P.O.B 14126, Tel-Aviv 61141
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Crisis government

When the day rolls around for Israeli

voters to decide whether to reelect

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu,

it is assumed they will base their decision on the

great issues of the day: the peace process, die

economy, and social relations. That may be the

case; but they could well decide they are just

tired of Netanyahu’s style of governing - deci-

sion by crisis.

The decision announced Monday night at die

Caesarea economic conference to lift most for-

eign currency restrictions over the next year

was a welcome one, upon which all can agree.

But then Netanyahu, Finance Minister Dan
Meridor, and Bank of Israel Governor Jacob

Frenkel sequestered themselves in an all-night,

but futile effort to reach agreement on the “diag-

onal mechanism/* the components of exchange

rate reform, and budget policy.

The diagonal mechanism is the band within

which the shekel is allowed to fluctuate against

a basket of currencies. The shekel just broke

through die lower border of the band, forcing

the Bank of Israel to buy dollars yesterday, as it

has intermittently over the past few months, to

keep the shekel within the government-imposed
limits. The current crisis arose when Frenkel

proposed widening the band rather than main-

taining the shekel within its current limits, a
move which Meridor would reportedly resign

over rather than accepL

The irony of die situation is that there rarely

has been a threesome in charge of Israel’s eco-

nomic policy in closer agreement on basic poli-

cy direction as Netanyahu, Meridor, and
Frenkel. It is considered natural that Firenkel

and Meridor would battle over interest rates, as

central bank chiefs and finance ministers do in

the US and elsewhere. And as for premiers and

their finance ministers, Yitzhak Rabin also had
his own bitter fight with Avraham Shohat over

the capital gainsJax. . , .... .. -

What is unnatural is for policies in areas of

general agreement, such as currency liberaliza-

tion/ ter become the subject of resignation
-

rumors, all-night debating sessions, and politi-

cal backbiting.

The standing media enthusiasm for a juicy

coalition crisis is not sufficient to explain this

phenomenon. The frenzied speculation over

whether Meridor would resign or be fired was
not built upon thin air, but most likely upon tar-

geted leaks. The leaks, in turn, are built upon the

sour relationship between Netanyahu and
Meridor. and the fact that Netanyahu initially

tried to shut Meridor out of his cabinet entirely.

It is one year after the messy business of
Netanyahu's forming his cabinet, in which
National Infrastructure Minister Ariel Sharon
and Meridor were initially left out in the cold. It

might have been expected that, after this initial

muscle-flexing, Netanyahu would realize he has
in fact been elected prime minister, and it is

time to worry about governing rather than set-

tling scores.

What is bizarre is that the directly elected

Netanyahu, already the most powerful prime
minister in Israel’s history on paper, cannot stop
struggling for even more power.

At the time of this writing, Meridor and
Netanyahu were moving toward a showdown in

a snap, evening cabinet meeting, which itself

was only called after die protests of many min-
isters against taking major economic decisions

in the dead of night without their input.

Netanyahu is reportedly pushing a proposal that

is farther from what Meridor can accept, even
though Frenkel and Meridor had already

reached a possible compromise.
Whether Meridor is farced out of the govern-

ment or a last-minute compromise is reached, it

is evident dial a legitimate policy debate, far

from being defused by die prime minister, was
actively transformed into a vehicle for a power
struggle against one of his own ministers.

This is no way to run a railroad. Even more
astonishing is that this whole scene is taking

place under the shadow of a coalition crisis with

Industry and Trade Minister Natan Sharansky’s

party, Yisrael Ba’aliya. Among Sharansky’s

demands is dial the recommendations of the

committee chaired by him and Meridor to

develop lessons learned from the Bar-On Affair

be implemented. So al the same time Netanyahu

is resisting Sharansky’s recommendations on
common sense, good-government and deci-

sion-making procedures, he is giving a vivid

demonstration, once again, of how his own
decision-making process is the very antithesis

of Sharansky’s vision.

There are two rays of hope in this mess. The
first is that, in his speech to the Caesarea confer-

ence. Netanyahu finally unveiled an excellent

proposal: the appointment of an independent

commission to find ways to “make the central

government smaller, faster, and more efficient”

and to reduce die government’s burden on die

economy. The commission will be beaded by, a
respected professional. Yoram Turbovitch, and

will include representatives from government,

academia, and the private sector. It is a mystery

why this proposal was not put forward on day
one, rather than year two, of the government’s

tenure - but better late than never.

The second hope is that Sharansky and die rest

of the ministers who are tired and embarrassed

by die government’s Keystone Cops-siyle of

decision making will force Netanyahu to accept

the procedural recommendations of (he

Sharansky-Meridor committee.

Though it was buried in die muck of his polit-

ical mud-wrestling tactics, Netanyahu deserves

credit for taking positions in the economy’s

long-term interest and not pandering to short-

sighted industrialist griping. Now if only

Netanyahu could learn, or be trained, to work
with his own cabinet instead of against it, some
of his better instincts might come to the fore.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

TIME TO PROTEST MISSIONARY ACTIVITY BILL

Sir, - 1 am a proud Jew; proud of

the diversity of my people, my cul-

ture and my religion. T consider all

Jews my brothers and sisters. I don’t

first ask how observant they are. But
today, we are all under attack. There

are hared! Israeli and American
Jews amongst us who have decided

that Reform and Conservative

Judaism are separate religions. They
are building new walls to separate

the observant Jews from those of us
who are not “Jewish enough.”

Reform, Reconstzuctionisi and
Conservative Judaism have proud

histories. However, as the main-
stream of the Diaspora, they have

stepped aside and allowed the

Orthodox minority to grab the reins

of Judaism and direct its future. It

is time to wake up and say enough.

In my eyes, the magnificence of
Judaism is reflected in its diversity.

In recorded history, we are a unique
people. Never before have so few
accomplished so much.

I am looking to ray Federation

presidents, my rabbis and othercom-
munity leaders to stand up and help

me voice my anger. I want my com-
munity leaders to organize a Mission

to Israel to speak face to face first

with the prime minister and then go

prorest en masse outside the Knesset
When the conversion bin comes up
for debate, ihey should move inside

to protest louder and louder

HARRIETTBERKELHAMMER
Aventura, Florida.

ELDER STATESMAN
Sir, - I admire the magnificent

career of Shimon Peres and his

dedication to the Israeli people.

He deserves the position of elder

statesman of the Labor Party and

can be a moral force and voice for

the entire nation. To qualify, he

need do only one thing - let go.

IRA DIRECTOR
Gezer.

Sir, - I was quite surprised to

read m Hillel Kuttler’s May 28 arti-

cle (“US Christians protest Knesset

bill limiting missionary activity")

the erroneous statement that “The
campaign began what Galtronics

of Athens, Georgia ... wrote to

Georgia senators,” thus accusing

Galtronics of being responsible for

instigating a campaign by
American Christian fundamental-

ists to protest the proposed bill

sponsored by Nissim Zvilli and
Moshe Gafiii. The campaign has

arisen from alarmed Israeli citizens

who are certain that the bDl will do
incalculable social and political

damage to Israel’s reputation as a

modem pluralistic democracy.

I am an Israeli who worked at

Galtronics in Tiberias for two years,

and my husband has been working
there for well over a decade. 1 must
say that while some employees of
Galtronics consider the bill to be a
shocking violation of basic human
rights, it is absolutely false dial the

protest campaign was begun by
Galtronics. It is obvious that

reporters are making Galtronics a
lightning rod of their accusations

simply because it is known to be a
company, owned by evangelical

Christians.

ROBERTA KELLUM
Poriya.

PREPOSTEROUS IDEA
Sir, -Who was cruel, indecent and

illogical enough to propose ousting

the victims of tenor from inclusion

in die official Remembrance Day for

our fallen soldiers?

I am grateful to Esther

Wachsman whose article of May
26, “Who make up ‘Israel’s fall-

en’?” drew my attention to this

preposterous idea of stigmatizing

the victims of terror. It must not be

allowed to happen.

ROSE SCHAFFER
Haifa.

More rioting, less gain
£ "V T'asser Arafat is an

Y Israeli agent,” an angry
JL Palestinian recently e-

mailed me. “He and his

Palestinian Authority are a sham.”
I don’t think Arafat works for

the Mossad. But it is undoubtedly
true that Arafat and die PA are

doing more these days to under-

mine the plans of the so-called

peace camp than all the members
of the nationalistcamp combined.
The Palestinians appear to have

seriously misunderstood the rami-

fications of Netanyahu’s Ailon-

Plus plan. They see it as a maxi-
malist Israeli proposal which can

be whittled down through a com-
bination of violence and interna-

tional pressure.

Actually, the opposite is the

case. Palestinian violence may
force the map drawers to block

out even more territory as vital to

Israel’s security needs.

The plan is far from maximalist

For the most pari, it reflects the

minimum with which the defense

authorities believe Israel can live.

And except for the secular mes-
sianic Left, which believes in the

supernatural ability of die IDF to

prevail under any circumstances,

the Israeli public stands four square

behind insisting on defensible lines.

THE Tami Steinmetz Center for

Peace Studies at Tfcl 'Aviv
University- polledJewish Israelis ;

a few -days -after Ha’aretz broke

the Allon-Plus story, and found
only 19 percent said Allon-Plus

wasn’t generous enough. Almost

31 percent felt the plan offered

the Palestinians too much, while

over 38 percent felt it was just

right.

Even among those who voted

for Shimon Peres, only a third

wanted to put more on the table

than Netanyahu does.

Allon-Plus is, after all, notjust a
Netanyahu plan. Labor’s Ehud
Barak has been careful to avoid

AARON LERNER

taking a stand on die specifics,

and for good reason.

His own Labor Party’s recently-

held Sixth Convention called for

the Jordan Valley and the northern

Dead Sea to “remain the eastern

security border of Israel, under

Israeli sovereignty and military

control ” and for Israel to estab-

lish “sovereignty over territories

in which principal settlement

Palestinian violence

is achieving the
opposite of what
the Palestinians

really want

blocs are located.”

Is Barak simply posturing to get

nationalist camp votes? Labor
MK Nawaf Massalha, deputy
chairman of the committee which
drafted Labor’s policy statement,

recently confinned to me that

Barak’s position is just “for pub-

lic consumption.”
But the fact remains that

Massalha and the other Labor
doves recognize that die only way
for parak to’ win is by convincing

the public that he also supports

some forin ofAllon-Plus.
How do Palestinian violations

affect the map? Netanyahu says

Allon-Plus is a concept yet to be
translated to a final map. It is,

however, an outgrowth of the IDF
security interest map that the PM
brought to the White House.
Hebrew University water expert

Professor Haim Gviitzman got

the security interest map from
army sources and added the
Yarkon-Taninim Aquifer to it

When the map, with
Gviitzman 's addition, appeared in

last Friday’s Yediot Aharonot, I

was struck by some isolated pur-

ple dots located in the areas

deemed to be “of no strategic sig-

nificance” by the IDF.

Gviitzman told me that the IDF

had identified some strategic

points within the strategically

insignificant areas. He explained

that the IDF’s working assump-

tion has been that it can hold these

isolated strategic points without

controlling the access to them.

That’s right The strategic map
assumes that secure IDF access

isn’t needed to some strategic

points. But the PA’s continuing

security violations and virulent dec-

larations raise serious doubts about

the validity ofthis assumption.

The IDF assumes the need for a

4 km-wide swath in order to

secure strategic passages from the

Green Line into the Jordan Valley.

Run similar security passages to

those isolated strategic points on

the map, and the Palestinians are

left with considerably less territo-

ry under their control.

And that’s just the start.

Increasing Palestinian violations

are bound to convince all but the

terminally optimistic that even
tighter security arrangements are

necessary.

So while Arafat sends his men
to push the lines back, his^ptions

may be fast persuading Israel that

the state's security requires even
more space.

The biggest mistake the so-

called peace camp can make
today is to claim that Netanyahu’s
Allon-Plus will kill the peace
process. Security may not be a
sufficient condition for a deal, but
it is a necessary one.
And if Israel can’t have security

and peace, this isn’t really a peace
process at all.

The writer directs IMRA
(Independent Media Review A
Analysis).

Physiotherapy for Labor

Much has been written and
said about the Labor
leadership primary. The

focus, naturally, was on the candi-

dates themselves - their personal-

ities, habits and campaigns. The
election process itself, as a politi-

cal democratic process, received

scant attention.

The leadership contest was US-
style, although Labor’s strict limi-

tations prevented an all-out street

campaign. (The party’s constitu-

tion allows no billboards, radio or
TV commercials).

The six-month process high-

lighted four attractive potential

leaders, each symbolizing some-
thing of the national ethos that

Labor carries as a movement —
security, aliya, higher education,

the peace process. The fact that all

four candidates stood out from the

Labor rank-and-file may be cred-

ited to the process itself.

The introduction of the pri-

maries system (this writer, togeth-

er with MKs Efraim Sneh and On
Orr, was privileged to be one of its

initiators in early 1989) was a rev-

olution in local politics. It went
hand-in-hand with the trend inter-

nationally of decentralizing major
parties and placing more rights

and responsibilities on the mem-
bers themselves.

Knesset legislation and internal

party rules notwithstanding, the

system is still flawed. But Labor,

unlike the Likud, has tried to tack-

le the flaws by introducing strict

scrutiny and limitations on major
expenditures such as advertising.

Decentralizing the parties may
entail risks in a -divided society
such as ours. But the decentraliza-

tion and weakening of our two
major parties has come about
mostly as a result of the direct

election law and the amendments
to the party financing laws.

The leadership primary also

showed up the advantages of the

process for the big parties.

First, it showed the beauty of
involving the members en masse
in electing their candidate for

national leader. Secondly, it gave
newcomers a fair chance ofclimb-
ing to the top without depending

NEVEHAUZA
Sir, - I refer to Margot

Dudkev itch's article of May 30,
“Boom or bust? Construction in

the territories.” I have been liv-

ing in Neveh Aliza (a neighbor-
hood in the Ginot Shomron sec-

tion of Kamei Shomron) since
July 1985 (almost 12 years), so it

can hardly be called a new
neighborhood.

LEAH KOCHANOWITZ
Kamei Shomron.

COMMENDABLE WORK
Sir, - In recent weeks, the focus

of publicity has been on the

Swiss-Nazi gold affair and the

efforts of the World Jewish
Congress and others to resolve the

shocking scandal. However, there

is another significant area which I

believe should receive equal
attention.

I would like to commend the

work of the World Jewish
Restitution Organization for pur-

suing the claims for Jewish com-
munal and private property confis-
cated by the Germans and later

taken over by many of the current

East and Central European gov-
ernments.
WJRO Vice-Chairman Naftali

Lavie should be congratulated
for his determination and persis-

tence in getting these Jewish
assets returned to their rightful

owners.
Lithuania, Latvia, the Czech

Republic, Belarus, Moldova and
especially Poland have ignored
or stalled on these claims for the

past 50 years. Currently, many of
them are seeking membership in

NATO and the EU. Such mem-
bership should be conditioned on
their fulfilling their humanitari-
an obligations as civilized

nations.

CHAIM TEPPER
Jerusalem (Far Rockaway, N.Y.);

YITZHAK HERZOG

on Tammany-Hall-Itke figures.

The main original objective of
the process was in fact curtailing

the power of party bosses (most of
them then Histadrut apparatchiks).
We wanted to take the smoke out
of Labor’s famous “smoke-filled
rooms,” where the decisions used
to be made. The leadership prima-
ry enabled Labor to change the
guard in style.

The leadership
primary was a

complete workout,
pumping blood
throughout the
party’s system

The embodiment of this was
MK Shlomo Ben-Ami, who, with
a very short campaign and hardly

any funds, did outstandingly,

receiving almost 15«percent of the
vote. It couldn’t have happened in

the pre-primaries era.

As a great believer in the collec-

tive logic of the 180,000 party
members, I feel they took their

decision seriously, and had a fair

chance of analyzing the candi-

dates well without the need of
“brokers.”

The fact that Ben-Ami's cam-
paign was so successful despite
its financial limitations was pri-

marily because of the great pub-
lic interest in the process. This,
of course, led to great media
attention, which all the candi-
dates tried to exploit This in turn
influenced the members them-
selves, activating many of them.

ONETHING analysts like to stress

is how both Binyamin Netanyahu
and Ehud Barak used the primaries
system to take over their respective
parties from the outside.

It is true that both men based
their campaigns on personal popu-
larity, and on their chances of win-

ning the direct election for pre-
mier. But that similarity aside, the
comparison is somewhat superfi-

cial.

Netanyahu took over a party
whose oigans were constitutional-
ly nonfunctioning, and recon-
structed them. Barak, after being
elected to the Knesset and serving
as a member of the cabinet,
assumed his new position in an
organization whose legal bodies
are very organized, and which has
a very well-established constitu-
tion. Its convention, moreover, has
just determined on a detailed party
platform.

Concerning the good primaries
can do for Labor, die process may
be viewed as a kind of “physio-
therapy,” working on the party
from top to bottom, paraping
blood throughout its system. The
leadership primary roused the
party members, raised their heads,
and created a more vibrant body.
Barak is thus taking over an

organization of 1 80.000 members,
all still overwhelmed by the recent
process, all ready and eager to go
to work. What he needs to do is

meet their eagerness with swift
action that will lead to a recovery
of the party structure and a unify-
ing of the camp behind him.
The first 100 days of Barak’s

term as party chairman will be
crucial in exploiting the energy
the leadership primary has creat-

ed. It will be Barak's first test

The writer, an attorney, is a mem-
ber of the Labor Parly’s leader-
ship bureau and one of the initia-

tors of the primaries election
process in Israel,

POSTSCRIPT
-

INACOUNTRY wild about beauty
contests, the newest tide at stake in

Ak Philippines is “Miss RaL”
In this case, it’s all talent and not

looks - the title will go to die

woman who kills the largest number
of rodents, which have been rav-

aging farms in much of die nation.

Ironically, this is the Year of die

Rat in the Oriental zodiac.

While walking in my
Jerusalem neighbor-

hood this week. I’ve run

into some of the women who par-

ticipated in the egalitarian rmnyan

at die Western Wall on Sbaynot -

morning. •
. .

They are still shaken up by the

violent expression of baseless

hatred by Jews for fellow Jews,

lhe kind of hatred that caused

the Second Temple to be

destroyed. .

-

Listening to their experience

reminded me of my own several

years back, when for a few con-

secutive months I joined the

Women of the Wall on Rosh

Hodesh.
That was my first encounter

with tear gas and flying chairs

aimed my way. I was petrifiedby

(he hatred haredi men and women .

showed us.

After the tear gas, I decided 1- .

didn't need the Kotel in my. - =

anymore. After all, what was it?r ;

Just another wall, a collection of
‘

2,000-year-old stones.

When 1 really wanted to pray T
would go to my local Reform.'

synagogue, a place open to aft
;

kinds of people, including feeY;-

mentally infirm from the Akim
j

neighborhood shelter.

When I pray in my synagogue,

know God is listening, even srall-
,

ing. At the Wall, He obviously

sleeps.

So I was caught unawares by

my feelings of outrage at this lat-

est outburst of religious vioY

lence. I forgot how 1 had aban-.-.

.

doned the Wall to the haredim

years ago.

How do they get away with

this hooliganism? I asked

myself. Doesn't the Wall belong

to all the Jewish people? Don’t

we all have the right to pray

there - if not next to the

Herodian stones because of the

“custom of the place,” then at

least at the back of the plaza,

where the egalitarian rainyan
congregated last week?

First you cede the
Kotel, then

Jerusalem. Or you
stand up and say no

Then it came back to me that,

by dropping out of the Women of
the Wall, I had actually handed
over the Wall to Jews who can
tolerate neither a women-only
rmnyan, nor an egalitarian one.

By my apathy, by not being
there to help claim the Wall for.

those Jews who define them-
selves as neither religious nor
secular, who straddle a life style

somewhere in between, I had
made myself an accomplice to the

Shavuot outrage.

THE haredim are staking outa-
place that belongs to all the

-'

Jewish people; by absenting
selves out of fear of violence,

people like me are allowing them
,

to do so.

The Wall was liberated for the
entire Jewish people, and the
entire Jewish people must fightto
make sure it remains available for
our use. •

.

“ •

Jews who subscribe to plural- ...

ism, who acknowledge die many
voices and faces of contemporary
Judaism, thus have two options:
We can either treat the WaU as a ,

bastion of haredi Judaism, as a :

monument to haredi intransi-
gence, or we can say. We won’t
stand for this.

The first option entails a peri; :

sonal sacrifice of whole chapters
of our religious history, it entails
our forfeiting the possibility of--,

finding meaning at the site of oaf
histone spiritual center.
And if I am ready to forfeit the .

Kotel, it is but a short mental leap
to saying, “Let them have •

Jerusalem as well.”
Am I willing to abandon fee.;

city to haredi hooligans? No..
So if I and others like me ftef

'

unreservedly that the Kotel
belongs to all the Jewish people,
it means that the Reform and
Conservative movements here
and abroad, and civil rights and

.

women’s groups in Israel must ~
rally to a clarion call for thou-

-

sands of Jews to gather at the V;
Wall on Tisha B’Av for.an.egal-
itanan reading of Lamentations.-

.

We must call for the police To .

turn out in large numbers to pro-.
tect Jews of all streams, to arrest \
any who shove, spit or throw
things, rather than merely remov-

.

ing the victims of the violence.
If they do not, no enlightened,

person will want to live in-

Jerusalem. It will become a city
with a past, but no future.

.

If die Jewish worid and the."
Israeli establishment do noti»tand. :

.

up to hooliganism, the words qf- ;

Lamentations might become _

painfully prophetic for those Jews
in search of a middle path: “How
doth fee city sit solitary that.was',
foil of people... all her beauty is

departed.”.
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The author is a Jerusalem-based
writer. -
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GRAPEVINE

ve come a
way, Buby!

''

^rGHEERFAYCASHMAH

WHpi. nonagenarian Shirley
Kotm attended die bar-mitzva fes-

S^iCfe0f b?r 5««-grandson
GadrelSaper, it never occurred to
her that diere might be another
cause for celebration. But her large
family had done its homework and
discovered. that according to the

.• Hebrew calendar, her birthday fell
-on the same date as Gadi's. Her
granddaughter, ’ Gadi’s mother
Rina - Super, ordered a surprise
birthday cake inscribed “Happy
Birthday Buby," but the cake dec-
orator, presumably thinking a mis-
take had been made by the person
who took the order, substituted
“Baby” for “Buby."

Heading home: Martin and JQl Indyk

THE American Independence minister Shimon Peres apparent-
Day reception to be hosted by ly has a yen for music too. At an
US Ambassador Martin Indyk end-of-season concert at the Ilona
and his wife JiU will to a large Feher Music Center in Holon, he
extent be a farewell affair, as the borrowed the violin of virtuoso
Indyks will soon be returning to Pinchas Zukerman, who comes
the US. To accommodate home each year to give master
Sabbath observers, the event has classes at IFMC. Whether Peres
been brought forward a day to would be a belter musician than a
July 3; and out of consideration politician is a well-kept secret,

for all the guests, the venue has but either way, he and Zukerman
been changed from the arabas- had a lot of Km clowning for the
sador’s palatial residence to the cameras.
Wingate Institute. Due to exten-
sive roadwork in Herzliya NEWLY elected Labor Party
Pituah, most of the diplomats chairman Ehud Barak, who is a

living, there, have.had to either fine pianist, might have had more
bold ihejrjwroes. iD 0therJoca^_

;
MKs present if he was giving a~ ,

lions’ or* mcbrivdruenbe'tiiefr ' coDcert fhaii going through the"

guests. Tbe^Indyks didn't want motions of changing tiie guard at

over a thousand people to trudge - a Labor Party Central Committee
through the rubble. meeting at Beit Beat Only 10

Pulling strings: Peres borrows Zukerman’s violin

LAWYER Dan Sbeimnan who
has defended such public figures

as Yediot Aharonot publisher Nom
Mozes, former Haifa mayor

Aryeh Gurel and former justice

minister Ya’acov Ne’eman, took

a bock seat to his wife, artist

Daniella Sheinman, when she

opened an exhibition of her paint-

ings Venus rosefrom the sea at the

National Maritime Museum in

Haifa. As it happens, Mozes and

Gurel were present along with cur-

rent Haifa Mayor Amram
Mitzna, but Ne’eman gave me

Saturday night opening a miss

because Shabbat is out too

late.Also present were architect

Nira Reichman, husband-and-

wife legal team Pinchas and

Tripi Rubin. Beth HatefutsOth

curator Margatit Bergstein and

businessman, art collector and

occasional broadcaster Bmyamm
Gibli

THE gamblers knew in advance

that the house was gomg to win

but that didn’t stop them from

(Shlomo Wolkowhzl

MKs attended, including Barak’s

three rivals for die party leader-

ship, Yossi BeOxn, Shlomo Ben-
Ami and Ephraim Sneh, plus of

course Shimon Peres and Nissim

ZvxHL On the same day, Barak

attended ihe circumcision of the

grandson of Shas mentor Rabbi

Ovadia Yosef; at the Hyatt Hotel,

Jerusalem.

THE plot thickens and interest

quickens as Erwin Eisenberg

and his mother Leah battle it out

in the courts over the estate of

deceased tycoon Shoul

Eisenberg. whose death has

opened a family can of worms.

Erwin Eisenberg is now accusing

his mother and sisters of having

pried open his father’s safes, tak-

ing money, valuables and possi-

bly the original will in which the

senior Eisenberg left 80 percent

of his estate to his son.

Meanwhile Mama and the girls

want the courts to appoint an

executor, which would make

Erwin Eisenberg very unhappy.

Such a move, he believes, would

Double vision:

twin studies
of Tel Aviv’s Pronto restaurant,

®^rv®s .Italian food so authentic
that it is the first Israeli esiablish-
tnent to be recognized as “The
Best Jtalhui Restaurant Outside
Jtaly.” The coveted title was
awarded t°Adar at a ceremony at
the Presidential Palace in Rome.

FORMER General Security
Service chief and current Cellcom
president Ya’acov Perry keeps
adding strings to his bow, and has
now accepted the chairmanship of
the Board of Governors of the
Rubin Academy of Music and
Dance in Jerusalem. A talented
musician in his own right, Feny’s
personal forte is the trumpet.

LABOR MK and former prime

By BRAD BQNHAJ1

Tammie and Tapatha Rodgers

sometimes have the same
dream. They're college

classmates, roommates. They
share nearly everything; Tapatha
says they even take turns being
dominant

They're identi-

cal twins, each
with 100 percent
of the other's

genes.

“We’re as
close as two peo-
ple can get”
says Tapatha, 21.
of Fullerton,

California.

The psychology
of the Rodgerses
and thousands of
other twins is the

life’s work and
fascination of
Nancy L. Segal, a

well-known twins

expen who teach-

es at California

Stale Univeisity,

Fullerton.

Public interest

in twins has
never been high-

er, says Segal,

46. In the last

year, she has
been swamped
with requests for

speeches, maga- Studies show
zine articles. TV l&r behavior,

documentary
consulting work, expert-witness
appearances and research. The
recent brouhaha over cloning only
added to her scientific celebrity.

Interest in twins is such that Segal,

a behavioral geneticist and professor

of developmental psychology, has
been asked to write a book
Friendship Extraordinaire:

TwinsandWhat They Tell UsAbout
Human Development and
Personality is scheduled to be pub-
lished next year by Dutton Press.

In tiie five-year history of Segal's

TWins Study Center, more than 100
pairs of twins have participated in

research, ranging from olfactory

perception to bereavement

Seal’s
,

overriding gp^: to help
'

solve the nature-versus-ruuture

riddle- that is, to determine which
of our behaviors is influenced by
our genes and which by our home
environment
TWins are the ideal subjects, “a

natural living laboratory," Segal
says. By studying them, Segal sees
potential solutions to behavioral

questions that can’t otherwise be
answered, even by human clones.

PARENTING

as clones would not lave shared
the womb and early upbringing.
Twins separated at birth can

show eerily similar behavior. Segal
participated in a follow-up study of
one such identical pair-Jim Lewis
and Jim Springer.

The Jim twins, adopted by sepa-
rate Ohio families a few weeks

1

* *

Studies show that twins separated at birth have eerily simi-
lar behavior.

after birth, were reunited 39 years

later, in 1979. What they discov-

ered about eacn other's history,

beyond being given identical first

names by their adoptive families,

reveals the powerful grip of their

shared genes: Both had been part-

time sheriff’s deputies and had
worked at McDonald's and gas sta-

tions. Each enjoyed carpentry as a
hobby. Each used the same slang.

Each chain-smoked Salems and
drank Budweisers (and crushed the

empty cans). Berth married women
named Linda and later married
women named Betty. Each drove

the same model blue Chevy to

vacation at tiie same three-block

stretch of beach in Florida.

Identical twins’ similarities

sometimes can be hard for others

to accept A few years ago, Segal
says, a pair of twins missed the

same answers on a college test and
were accused of cheating. Segal
was asked to verify that it was
indeed plausible that die two might
score the same. She did, and tiie

cheating charges were dropped.
Segal has studied the bond

The world ofparenting
according to Adler

By RUTH HASOH

everal years ago, my family

pletely subjective feeling - he
directs all his energy to finding his

place. But he often attempts to

and I spent the intermediate * attain this goal in mistaken ways -

vut
:

— -

-
Carlo- Sucn a move, ne rencvw,

buying chips for the Monetary
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Eisenberg would do well to take

out the first option.

FOR Arnold Schwarzenegger,

his latest role is a real morale

booster. Schwarzenegger, who

recently underwent surgery, will

now play the only heidthy survivor

emerging from a battle of biologi-

cal warfare.
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school . During meals in the din-

ing room. I would see a family of
eight eating at a comer table. The
children were quiet and well-

behaved and the mother looked
young, slim, beautiful and calm.
“WTiat’s your secret?” I asked her.

“I actually do have one,” she

said. “I’ve been taking Adler par-

enting courses .for eight years.

Without them, 1 wouldn’t survive."

According to the Adler Institute

in Tel Aviv, there are approximate-

ly 600 trained Adlerian group
leaders around the country. This

past fialL, my husband and I decid-

ed to take such a 24-week course.

The highlights of it will be sum-

marized in this and the next two

columns.

When our course ended, one

mother, who had been unable to

wean her one-year-old or send him

io day care, managed to do both.

The two- and four-year-old sons of

one mother who wouldn't dean their

room or dress themselves when the

course began, now do both.

One divorced, anxious mother,

whose seven-year-old always

whined and complained when she

returned home from visiting her

father, managed to distance herself

from what went on when herdaugh-

ter was with ber ex-husband The

mother’s well-being and the child's

behavior improved dramatically.

Hie parenting courses are based

on the work of the psychologist

Alfred Adler, a physician who was

a student of Freud’s and later

broke off from him to found his

own school of psychology. The

central ideas underlying the

approach are that every child

wants to belong to his family. In

order to feel good, a child must

feel that he has a place in his fam-

ily. The Adierians believe that

when a child is not sure of his

place - and this can be a com-

usually by trying to get attention

or engaging in a power struggle.

hi order to ease behavior prob-

lems and have a more cooperative,

harmonious family life, our job, as

parents, is to identify (he child’s

erroneous assumptions and to act

in a way to rectify them.

An example: Your child whines.

The whining irritates you and you
respond by scolding or by remind-

ing her to talk like a big girl or in

some other way which negatively

reinforces the behavior.

According to Adler, tiie child's

unconscious goal here is to get

your attention, and given your
response, she has succeeded.
Consequently, she will whine
again the next time she wants your
attention. This is not something
the child plans or even thinks

abouL It happens on an uncon-
scious level.

The more appropriate way to

respond, according to Adler, is to

ignore the behavior; but not the

child. This is hard work. It means
you have to try not to react emo-
tionally to this bothersome behav-

ior. If you can remain calm in die

face of this provocation, you can

keep on relating to the child as you

did previously, without reacting to

the whining. Once the child real-

izes she has not gotten extra atten-

tion by resorting to whining, the

behavior will stop.

Our group leader told a story to

illustrate this principle. During

Shabbat evening meals, her

youngest son always sat next to

his father, who was wearing a
clean while shirt. During the meal,

the boy would somehow get his

hands on his father's shirt and
dirty it This was generally a very

well-behaved child whose father

hardly ever got angry at him but

this would set the father off. His

mother, who had already had some
Adler training, knew better than to

say anything, although inside she

was seething. It happened every

week. Why was her child doing

this?

One week, the mother suddenly

realized that even though she was-

n't responding verbally and even
though the behavior didn't con-

cern her, she was emotionally

involved in what was going on.

“What am I doing there?” she

asked herself. “This is between

him and his lather. I have no place

there." As soon as she managed to

distance herself from the behavior,

it stopped.

Our group leader cited a fasci-

nating study that also served to

illustrate the central Adlerian
point in order to understand chil-

dren’s behavior, we need to look at

their goals and not at their reasons.

The study found that infants of

deaf mothers cried just like any
other newborn while they were in

the hospital. But once they got

home, they began to cry without

the yells and screams of most

newborns, and instead with just

tears. (Newborns don’t generally

cry with tears.) On some level

they understood that the noise

would not bring their mothers, but

the tears would.

Our course was divided into a

combination of theory and work-

ing on parents’ actual problems.

One of the first problems raised

in our group was that of a young
mother whose two- month-old

cried constantly. Each time he

cried, the mother would pick him
up. But this was veiy difficult for

her as she also had a two-year-old

to take care of. Our group leader

suggested that this baby's goal was
to get his mother to pick him up
and as long as she kept that up, he
would continue his constant cry-

ing. After the workshop the moth-
er starred io lei the baby cry.

Wtdun a week, she reported (hat

the constant crying had stopped

and she had a happy baby who
was content to be by himself when
she was unable to make herself

available to him,

Next week Formal authority, trust,

encouragement, responsibility.

between identical twins and has
found the level of grief a twin

experiences when the other twin
dies is greater than that experi-

enced after the death of a mother,

father or other sibling and equals

the bereavement felt when a

spouse dies.

Such data have proved attractive

to lawyers trying

to maximize dam-
age awards in

wrongful death

cases, and Segal
has appeared as an
expert witness in

such trials about a

dozen times.

Central to Segal’s

research is docu-
menting how-

twins interact with

each other.

Growing up in

New York, Segal
says, she was
interested in why
she and her frater-

nal twin, Anne,
weren't very much
alike. “Then when
1 goL to college

and became inter-

ested in psycholo-

gy, this whole area

was fascinating to

me because it pro-

vided answers to

questions I'd had

. .
growing up. Why

1 eerily simi-
js it that two relat-

(Sivon Faragj ed people can be

so different?”

She began finding answers ai the

University of Minnesota, where
she was assistant director of the

Minnesota Center for Twin and
Adoption Research.

Twin research is not without its

critics.

The critics say it’s hard to pin-

point how much oftwins' behavior

is due to genes and how much is a

result of their having had common
treatment

As a partial response. Segal is

completing research she says is

“precisely the reverse" ofstudying
identical twins who were raised

apart, such as the Jim twins.

Her study, to be published in

June in the Journal of Educational
Psychology, looks at unrelated sib-

lings of the same age who are

reared together.

“My argument is, let’s look at

kids who are reared together but

who have no genes in common,
such as a boy and his adopted
brother of the same age. So far, the

data suggests they're not very

much alike at all."

(Los Angeles Times)

Sez You!
Nuggets of
kiddy wisdom

The “Sez You!” search for
kidwit produced results that

prove once and for all that

our young 'uns are geniuses.
Response was strong, though 97^
of respondents didn’t want to be
bothered with writing their gems
down, preferring to stop me in the
street or call me at home to tell me
about their brilliant children.

In the interest of scientific exac-
titude. I rebuffed the urge to
include anything from my" own
kids. (I’m saving that for a book.)
Right then, enough of that.

Ladies and gentlemen, the chil-

dren speak:

Sivan, almost six, was walking
with her grandmother, and feeling

thirsty asked for a “choco.“

“But you just had one! What is

this craving you have for choco-
late?" grandma asked.

Sivan shot back a response that

was right on the money: ’Well,
Bubby, it's alt that advertising.”

- Edyihe F., Rehovot
(Hasn't Sivan seen all those ads

for carrots and spinach?)

A senior citizen was visiting a

friend, whose little girl asked the

old woman her age; she was told

it's impolite to ask that of a lady.

. The little girl looked at the visi-

tor again. “Is it OK to ask if those

are her real teeth?"— Kathy Salmanson
(She should have asked the

woman how old her teeth are.)

When the dog died, I wailed in

grief for a while, but stopped

abruptly when my granddaughter

put it in perspective. “I don’t know

for me, once for my sister, and
again for our new baby.”
He then added: “Why didn't I

gel to see how it was done?”
Told that “it” was done while he

was asleep, he asked. “Then why
didn’t you wake me up?”— Veda Kahn, Kiryar Bialik
(And you thought exposure io

advertising was a problem.)

It was the day of my daughter’s
fourth birthday and I came'out of
hospital with her new baby broth-
er. She asked how he was put in
my stomach and I decided to tell

her the truth, very tactfully. She
contemplated that for a few min-
utes and then said, “It's a good job
daddy did this with you. otherwise
we would not have been here.”— Ena Dorsman. Kibbutz
Ayelet Hashahar
(Mrs. Dorsman could have

asked Mrs. Kahn's grandson to
explain it all.)

When Dana was three, her
kindergarten teacher saw her sit-

ting on the steps of the school.
"What are you doing here alone,
Dana?” the teacher asked. Came
the reply: "Ma pitom? I’m not
alone. I’m with me.”— Leonia Singer, Jerusalem
(Dana could grow up to be

Shimon Peres.)

My grandson Dror used to suck
his thumb and at the same time
twist the hair on his head. When
he was three, he explained why:
"This is the key to my thoughts.”— Leonia Singer, Jerusalem
(The Singer Family motto: I

think, therefore I am alone.)

Dror used to suck his thumb and at the

same time twist the hair on his head.

When he was three, he explained why:

‘This is the key to my thoughts.’

why you're making such a fuss,

zayde— I think it was much sad-

der when your mother died."

CBK, Kibbutz Lavi

(Good point: did Oedipus love

his dog?)

When my daughter Clelia was
two and half, she was taken to visit

an aunt, who owned a pekinese.

My daughter had never before

seen a dog up close before.

After looking at the creature for

quite a long time, she finally

asked: "Can the dog talk?” On
being told no, she then asked:

“Can the dog think?" (Celia now
has seven grandchildren of her

own.)— Marcella Segre, Jerusalem

(Puppies have been known to

wonder ifchildren can bark.)

Daniel, three years old with four

siblings, was told by his kinder-

garten teacher to draw a picture of

his family, including a pet His
work of art consisted of three fig-

ures and an animal— even though

we don’t have a pet
I thought he might have been

expressing a desire for a dog or

cat, but no; his explanation:

“That’s Mommy, that’s Daddy,
that’s Daniel, that’s a juk [cock-

roach]."— Vicky Rachmani, Peiah Hkva
(Now it’s public knowledge: the

Rachmanis have a roach.)

One day. when my granddaugh-

ter Adriani was three, her mother
and 1 were talking endlessly.

Adriani became jealous and shout-

ed: “Slop it! What's all this speak-

iness about?!”
— Leonia Singer, Jerusalem -
(Do the men of the family ever

get a wad in?)

My five-year-old grandson was
informed by his modem, enlight-

ened parents that they’d be expect-

ing a third baby.

Knowing all about how babies

are made (or almost all), he stated:

“So you did it three times— once

When Orta! was two years old,

she still hadn't figured out the dif-

ference between “my," “his,"

“its," etc. She was looking at a
picture of a monkey and its baby,
and described the scene thus:

“That’s the baby, and that’s my
Mommy."— Vicky Rachmani. Peiah Tikva
(Or maybe she got it right, and

Mrs. Rachmani needs electroly-

sis.)

When Yoel was 4 1/2, he wanted
to know what happens to your
body when you die.

His grandfather explained that

your soul goes up to heaven to be
with God.
A few months later, Yoel over-

heard me telling someone that my
grandfather, many years ago, had
a heart attack in the car and died.

“His head must have gotten a

big booboo going io heaven," Yoel

said- Why? “It had to first go
through the roof of the car.”— Ellen Cohen, Jerusalem
(There oughtta be a law: people

about to go to Heaven should only
drive in convertibles.)

I was escorting my six-year-old

granddaughter Yael back home
from school. She complained that

she was tired, and I pointed out
that it’s really not such a long
walk.

“True," she replied. “But rela-

tively it is quite long."— Menachem Bloch
(When the Talmud is next updat-

ed, Yael should be in iL)

When the Ethiopians immigrat-
ed, Ya’acov, 4, was told by his
father that a lot of people are

coming to live in Israel and
they're very' nice and they're
Jewish just like we are, and their

skin is black.

A couple of weeks later while
out taking a stroll, they spotted a
group of Ethiopians. Said
Ya'acov: “Look, Daddy— Jews!"— JM, Jerusalem
(There is hope.)

In these times

you cannot AFFORD

to be without
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BUSIN Generali offers $12m. i

in brief fund for Holocaust victims
Kibbutz exports up 5%

Exports from kibbutz factories rose five percent in the first

four months this year to S367 million from S349m. in the same

DAVID HAMUS

period last year, an Association of Kibbutz Industries spokesman
said yesterday. Twenty-one kibbutz-based companies stopped
exporting during the same period, bringing the total number of
kibbutz factories that export down to 286. Local sales by kibbutz
factories dropped 5% from the same period last year.

Jennifer Friedlin

Israel to sign trade agreement with Moldavia
Israel and Moldavia expect to sign a trade agreement in antici-

pation of the president of Moldavia's visit scheduled for the end
of the month. According to the Industry and Trade Ministry, the
two sides have ironed out most of the terms of the agreement
The Israeli side is currently checking to make sure the favorable
trade terms Moldavia offers to European nations will also be
offered to Israeli exporters.

Once signed, the agreement will allow Moldavia to export
goods to Israel without a special license, despite the fact that

Moldavia is not a member of the World Trade Organization. A
spokesman for the ministry said the agreement is designed to

increase bilateral trade, which currently stands at 516m. a year.

Jennifer Friedlin

In a gesture to the Jewish peo-
ple. Italian-based insurance giant
Assicurazioni Generali has offered
to establish a $12 million fund to
compensate the families of
Holocaust victims that held poli-

cies with the company during
World War IL

MKs Avraham Ravitz (United
Torah Judaism), Michael Kleiner
(Likud-Gesher), and Avraham
Herschson (Likud), together with
the company’s legal representative

in Israel, Amihud Ben-Pom, were
still working on formulating the

final details of the agreement last

night.

The SI 2m. fund is $2m. higher

than the amount originally sought

by Raviiz, who chairs the Knesset

Finance Committee.
Generali's offer consists of the

following*.

• The establishment of a 1 2-year.

$12m. fund to be managed from
Israel. The fund will release S2m.
for the first few years and then

decrease the amount in the

remaining years. MKs will deter-

mine who will oversee the fund,

but must appoint one Generali rep-

resentative. The fund committee

will decide exactly how the money
will be allocated.

• The creation of a hotline for

those who want to make claims.

The “communications center.” as

one source called it, will be man-
aged from Generali's headquarters

in Trieste. The source said he

hopes the line will be operational

within a month.
• A formal agreement of princi-

ples between the MKs and
Generali.

Generali made the proposal late

Monday night and sources said the

terms are largely aon-negotiable.

The number of claims against

Philips, Lucent in joint deal
Philips Electronics NV and Luceot Technologies Inc. said yes-

terday they planned to create a joint venture consumer communi-
cations company with annual turnover of more than $2.5 billion.

The new firm, to be called Philips Consumer Communications,
would be the world leader in corded and cordless phones and
answering machines, they said in a joint statement
Based in New Jersey, it will have 12,400 employees and also

manufacture and sell digital and analog cellular phones, pagers
and other mobile electronic devices. Philips will hold 60 percent

of the joint venture and Lucent 40%. Reuter

US factories busiest in 1-1/2 years in May
A rebound in auto manufacturing helped push US industrial

output up in May as the nation's mines, factories and utilities ran

at their fastest cUp in more than 1 -1/2 years, the Federal Reserve
said yesterday.

Industrial production climbed 0.4% last month after a revised

0.3% gam in April, boosting capacity use last month to 83.7%
from 83.6% in April - the highest use rate since 83.9% in

September 1995. Reuter
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Royal Caribbean to buy Celebrity Cruises
Royal Caribbean International has agreed to acquire Celebrity

Cruise Lines Inc. in a $13 billion deal that will challenge

Carnival Cruise Lines for leadership of die vacation cruise busi-

ness.

The pact, announced yesterday by Miami-based Royal
Caribbean, would give the combined companies a fleet of 20
ships totaling more than 38.000 berths by the year 2000. Reuter

Sony dose to creating round delivery robot

Sony yesterday shows off the computer it built inside the world’s first spherical robot. The
company says it is close to creating a round delivery robot which can move about homes or
offices without endangering people. Magnets are attached at the top of its inner shell to keep
its balance, and small objects can be placed on a plate atop the magnet for transport, (Reuter)

Microsoft to invest $80 million in British lab
PATRICIA HEANEY

LONDON (Reuter) - Software

giant Microsoft Corp. said yester-

day it would invest $80 million in

establishing a research laboratory

at Cambridge University.

The new venture, which will be
known as Microsoft Research
Ltd., is the company’s first

research complex outside the US
and will form a base for its

researchers in Europe.

It also marks the start of a close

i
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collaboration with the British uni-

versity, a renowned center for

computer sciences, Nathan
Myhrvold, Microsoft's chief tech-

nology officer, said.

Microsoft had considered other

universities in the US and Europe
but chose Cambridge because of

its reputation, its talented

researchers and students, and its

role as the hub for more than 300
technology firms in eastern
England.

The center will concentrate on
developing new technologies,
forecasting and making what the
industry will need in the coming

decades. “We need to invest in

new technology. We have one of
the greatest commitments to

research of any company in our
industry," Myhrvold told a news
conference. “We anticipate invest-

ing £50 million.”

Microsoft said it would also

invest $16m. in companies in the

area. Half of that amount will be
placed in Amadeus I, a new ven-

ture capital fund created to support

early stage technology companies
with global potential, and the

remainder will be reserved for

future investment opportunities.

Trade and Industry Minister

In these times you cannot

AFFORD
to be without

Margaret Beckett said she and
Prime Minister Tony Blair wel-

comed Microsoft's decision. “I

think they made the right decision

in coming to Cambridge and com-
ing to Britain," she told the news
conference. "The scale fof the

investment! is extremely wel-

come.”
Roger Needham, a professor of

computer systems in Cambridge's
computer laboratory and a senior

university official, will head
Microsoft Research in Cambridge.
Microsoft expects to recruit 40 of
Europe’s top researchers to work
at the new lab, up to 25 in the first

year.

Myhrvold said the new team
will work on making computers

easier to use and more powerful,

but their brief will be brood.

"We're going to hire the best

people you can get and see what
they want to do,” added Needham.
Microsoft Research, the

research arm of the company
which was founded six years ago.
will also create a European techni-

cal advisory board, or TAB. that

will be composed of researchers

and academics from across
Europe.

The board will help to attract

researchers to the project and to

advise on which areas are impor-
tant to the industry. “We’re confi-

dent this will be a great success,”

said Alec Broers, vice chancellor
of the university.
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Generali total 70. according to

lawyer Elisheva Ansbacher, who

is representing the families here.

Documentation exists in some

20% of these instances. The total

payable on these policies amounts

to an estimated $10m., said

Ansbacher. who maintains ft*1*

are many similar cases abroad.

The decision to establish a Run

comes within the two-week dead-

line MKs gave the company to

produce an offer. The MKs threat-

ened Generali with a boycott by

all government and public organi-

zations in Israel.

The company’s failure to pay on

policies became particularly sensi- :

five after Generali purchased'

Mietial Insurance from Bank

Leumi last year.
.

~

The last-minute negotiations

:

were not held in relation to fife.
'

sum, but were called to address.-

Kleiner's questions regarding -the.-.'

specific wording of the agree-;..

ment and Herschson’s request for^

time to fully study the docurhen-i

ration. -

Prior to this decision, MigdaT

had refused to agree to pay famt

lies of Holocaust victims, whether

they hold the relevant documenta-

tion or not. / !
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Ministry, IAI union

tty to stop share sale

to Lockheed-Martin
By PfiOB MABOM

Opposition to foreign invest-

ment on the part of the Defense

Ministry and the national workers

union of Israel Aircraft Industries

(IAI) threatens to halt negotiations

between company management

and Lockheed-Martin, economic

and defense sources said yester-

day.

The negotiations were revealed

for the first time at the Paris Air

Show by IAI board chairman

Avigdor Ben-Gal.

Last year the Defense Ministry

torpedoed Lockheed-Martin ’s

attempts to acquire 40 percent of

Israel Military Industries’ heavy

artillery division, on the grounds

of opposition to exposing Israeli

technology to foreigners.

As a matter of course, lAl's

workers union opposes any moves
toward privatization, outlined in

an incorporation program pre-

pared by company management.

The program is scheduled to go

ahead in 1998.

Ben-Gal said on Monday that

Lockheed-Martin, the world

V

largest defense aircraft corpora-

tion, with a $30 billion turnover, is-

inrarested in acquiring IAI shares

after privatization.

The IAI workers union yester-

day sent an urgent telegram to

Lockheed-Martin’s management,

warning the concern against buy-

ing IAI shares without first coordi-

nating the move with company
employees.

Union head Haim Katz distrib-

uted copies of the telegram to all'

Lockheed-Martin representa-

tives attending the Paris Air

Show.
Katz also told Lockheed-Martin'

representatives that since Ben-
'

Gal’s actions had been taken with-

out consulting the union,

Lockheed-Martin could hope to

buy not a going concern, but

empty factories. Globes
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jy (deposit tor) 3 MONTHS 6 MONTHS 12 MONTHS,
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AustnaSan dollar 2.5218
S. African rand 0.7476
Belgian franc (10) 0.9409
Austrian schfl&w (10) 2.7586
Kalian Bra (1000) 1.9639
Jordanian tflnar 4.7523
Egyptian pound 0.9000
ECU 3.7978
Irish punt 5.1089
Spanish peseta (100) 22987

CHECKS AND
TRANSFERS BANKNOTES
Buy Sell Buy Sell

3.655

6

3.7146 __
3.3693 3.4237 3.31 3.48
1.9410 1.9724 1.90 200
5.5173 5.6063 5.42 5.69
0.5755 0.5848 0.56 0.60
29660 3.0139 291 3.06
1.7263 1.7542 1.69 1.78
23280 23656 240
0.4339 0.4409 0.42 0.45
0.4626 0.4701 0.45 0.46
0.5100 0.5183 0.50 0.53
0.6488 0.6593 0.63 0.67
24300 24692 238 251
25218 25625 247 260
0.7476 0.7597 0.67 0.76
0.9409 0.9561 0.92 0.97
27586 28031 271 285
1.9839 20159 1.94 205
4.7523 4.8290 4.69 5.01
0.9600 1.0500 0.96 1.04
3.7978 3.8591
5.1089 5.1914 US 5.27
22987 23358 225 237

Rep.

Rate**
3.7074
3.4170
1.0684
5.6008
0.5837
3.0051 -

1.7506
24623
0.4401

•

0.4685
04170
04577 .

2.4623 :

2.5508
0.7582
0.9539
2.7973 i

24128v

"Thete rafts vary according to bonk. **Sank of Israel.

SOURCE: BANK LEUMI

rib
MEKOROT WATER CO. LTD.
SUPPLY DEPARTMENT

TENDERS FOR SUPPLYVALVES
Makorot Water Co. lid. Invites companies wtfri appropriate fadftJes and
experience to participate In aTender lor Annual Supplies 1997/98, as a frwnr

r^ran
8^^^^^^^ axtend_

1 . Twider No. 8/97- Butterfly \fttives

IS*

INN

requirements.

Accortflnfl to our estimation, and without obligation, the annual purchasing
amount will be approximately NIS 4.000,000. .

2. Tender No. 9/97 - Gate Valves
The valves must comply with Israel Standard 61 and meet alt the staralarri
requirements.

Acconfing to our estimation, and without obflgatior. the annual piffchaslna
amount wffl be approximately NIS 2,000,00fc

annua purenwwg.

Thetenderdocumoits and inquiry spedfleaflons can be purchasedforthe
"/

anount NIS 500, inducing VAT, per tender (non-refundabte), from toe Supply
Dept., Mekorot Head Office, 9 Lincoln St, Tel Aviv, 2nd floor, room 21 4. The -

tender documents may be perused before purchase.
Bidders must attach to their bids a bond In the form ofan unconditional bank *

guarantee from a major israaB bank. In the amount of NIS 100,000 per tender,**^
a period of 90 days. In case of participation In both tenders, the totalamour*of .'

the bank guarantee wifi not exceed NIS 100,000.

Bids must be submitted by 12 noon on July28. 1997 and placed totoetanddr
box in the Supply Department (and not sent by maQ. r-. v
For additional details, please contact0 Melamed, Tei. 03-6234576. ’;

‘7 .

.

No undertaking is given to accept the lowest or any bid. - . . -f. •••.

Mekorot reserves the right to negotiate with parties whose bids areconskfared

:

appropriate. .

Melr Kazanr.
Chairman, Tander*Committea
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In local currencies

TASE ROUNDUP

Shares drop as investors

wait on currency plan
Mishtanim

293.30 T 0.44%

By ROBERT DAMEL
and FELICE HARAHZ

Stock indexes feU yesterday
from Monday's record as investors

awaited details of a plan to ease
the restrictions on trading in the

shekel.

Declining shares included Teva
Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd.,

Koor Industries Ltd., and Koor's

Key Representative Rates

USDoHar NIS 3.4170 +a03%

sterling NtS 5.0008 + 031%

Mark NIS 1.9684 - 0.16%

NEW YORK MARKET INDEXES
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Foreign financial data courted ot

CommStock Hading Ltd.

Futures, Options,

Stocks, Bonds

and Mutual Funds

34 Ben Yehuda St. Jemsafem

Tel Aviv shares data

supplied by Pacific

Mediterranean Investments,

TeL 09-958-5873+ Ail other

data supplied by
Commstock Trading Ltd,

Tel. 02-624-4963. Due to

technical failures data may
be inaccurate. The
Jerusalem Post will not be

held responsible for the

consequences of any

transaction made on the

basis of these data.

Readers who wish to report

missing or misquoted data

should do so on postcards

only, addressed to

Jerusalem Post Business

Desk, P.OJB. 81, Jerusalem

91000

Pacific Mediterranean

Capital Markets Group
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Tadiran Lid. subsidiary.

Gainers include Bank Leumi.
Industrial Buildings LtdL, Israel

Land Development Co. and Israel

Chemicals Ltd.

"Considering the fact that no
one's really sure what’s going on”
at the economic meeting, “the

market reacted pretty well,” said

Ira Slomowitz, who works in sales

and trading at Israel Brokerage
and Investments, before the top
officials ended their discussions.

”A free market in just about any-
thing is good, so a free market in

[foreign exchange] is nice.”

Maof

302.36 0.51%

The Maof Index of 25 most-
traded stocks fell 0.51 percent to

302.36 and the Mishtanim Index
of 100 shares fell 0.44ft to
293.30.

Bank Leumi was the most active
issue, rising 1.5ft to 5.62 as NIS
24.6 million traded.

Across the Tel Aviv Stock
Exchange, 219.7 million shekels
0564.3

million) of shares traded. That’s
4.4 percent less than the month's

daily average of 229.8 million.
About three issues fell for every
two that rose. (Bloomberg)

WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

Euro stocks end lower
LONDON (Reuter) - European

stocks ended trade with hefty loss-

es yesterday, disheartened by a big

drop on Wall Street where
American investors cashed in prof-

its after last week's record-break-

ing run.

On the foreign exchanges, the

dollar, still buoyed by expecta-

tions over a soft single European
currency, gained on the marie in

late European deals but drifted

lower against the yen.

European bourses, trading in the

red for most of the day, were
dragged down further by Wall

Street’s negative performance.

London and feris plunged by
nearly 1.5 percent at one stage and

Frankfurt's IBIS index of electron-

ic trade was down one percent.

New York’s losses came despite

a batch of US economic figures

which showed subdued inflation-

ary pressures. Investors took die

opportunity to pocket some of the

gains from last week's big

advance, which set six closing

records.

The Dow Jones Industrial

Average was down about 0.5 per-

cent within minutes of the US data

showing that consumer inflation

and housing starts for May came in

lower than expected.

WALL STREET REPORT

~I think it is basically selling on
the news,” said Michael Metz,
chief investment strategist at

Oppenheimer & Co in New York.
"There is nothing to suggest it’s

inflationary and if's not a cause for

concern”
London, which itself set a crack-

ing pace last week with three clos-

ing records, suffered the most from
Wall Street The market already
had enough worries about possible

bad news in the British budget
next month.
The FTSE 100 index of leading

shares finished down 62.9 points

ai 4,6812, its biggest one-day loss

since April 1 . and the market was
expected to remain in a selling

mood after reports that the gov-
ernment could cut tax breaks for

pension funds in the July 2 budget.

“We’re only three weeks away
from the budget now and 1 think

the market will continue to be ner-

vous,” said one trader. “We still

look vulnerable to more profit-tak-

ing because there’s a lot of profits

to be taken.”

Paris also had a rough day. The
blue-chip CAC-40 index, which
touched a trading record in volatile

trade on Monday, ended 33.27

points down at 2,762.27 after

strong advances last week.

Blue-chips end lower
NEW YORK (Reuter) - Blue-

chip stocks closed slightly lower

for the second straight day yester-

day, as investors rang up the cash

register and took a break after last

week’s spirited record-setting rise.

Based on early and unofficial

results, the Dow Jones industrial

average ended down 1 1 .3
1
points

at 7.760.78. In the broader market,

declining issues led advances by a

small margin on heavy volume of

543 million shares on the New
York Stock Exchange.

WHERE TO GO
Notices In this feature are i

at NIS 28+08 per line, including VAT.
Insertion every day of the month
costs NIS 520.85 per line, including

VAT per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
FEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours ol the
Mount Scopus campus, in English,

daly Sun.-Thur, 11 a.m. from
Bronfman Reception Center, Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a. 9, 23,

26. 28. For info, call 5882819.
HADASSAH. visit the Hadassah instal-

lations. Cftagafi Windows. TeL 02-

6416333,02-6776271.

TEL AVIV

Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Andres Serrano:

The Morgue. Soviet Photography from

the Museum colection. Lucian Freud:
selection of works. Tzvi Hecker.

Sunflower. Portraits: By a group of

Israeli artists. Virtual Reality: The
domestic and realistic in contemporary
Israeli art HELENA RUBINSTEIN
PAVILION FOR CONTEMPORARY
ART. SWomo Ben-Oavid and Amon
Ben-Oavld. The Inverted Campaign.
Hours: Weekdays 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Tue.

10 a.m.-10 p.m. Fri. 10 arrt-2 p.m.

Meyerhofl Art Education Center, Tel.

6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-

8374253.

GENERAL ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Kupat Hofim CtaflL Straus

A. 3 Avigdori, 670-6660; Balsam, Salah

e-Din, 627-2315: ShuataL Shuafat

Road, 581-0108; DarAldawa. Herocfs
Gaia, 628-2058.

Td Aviv: Pharma Daf Jabo&nsfy, 125
Ibn Gvirol 546*2040; Superpharm Lev
Oizengofl. 50 DizengoR. 6204)975. Tifl

1 ajn. Thursday: Pharma Dar
Jabotinsky, 125 Oxi Gvirol. 546*2040.

Td mtdmohi: Superpharm Ramat Aviv,

40 Emstem, $41-3730; London
k&iistore Superpharm, 4 Shaul
HameJech, 696-0115.
Ra'ananaJttar Sava; Medicstare. 24
Tcherrtchowsky. Klar Sava, 745-7034.
Netanya: Kupat Hofim Maccabi, 15
Smtensky, 860+5204.
Haifa: Harass! Denya, 09 Abba
Khoushy, 834-1113.

Krayotaraa: Niv Ata. 18 Hanlon.
Kiryat Ala, 844-1626.
HerzBya: Clal Pharm, Beit Merkazvn. 6
Masks (era Sderot HaraBm), Herzflya
PSuah. 955-8472, 9558407. Open 9
am. to mUnigM.
Upper Nazareth: Ctal Pharm, Lev
Hair MaR, 657-0468. Open 9am. to

10 pm

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah Bn Kerem
(internal obstetrics, ENT); Hadassah
ML Scopus (surgery, orthopedics):
Bikur Hofim (pediatrics); Shaare Zedek
{ophthalmology).
Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Aviv
Medical Centerr ’

Netanya: i

FIRST AID ioi
Magan David Adorn
In emergencies dal 101 (Hebrew) or
911 (Engfeh) in most parts ol the
country, in addition:

in emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or
911 (EngSsh) in most parts of the
country. In addition:
Ashdofflr 8S6l333
Asfaeton 6SS1332
BeeratieOa' 6274767
Bar Shemesh 6623133
Dan Raglan- 57B3333
BtarKBSu*
Harter 8512233
Jenaatam* 6523133
KaoncT 9385444
Mabde intensive Care Und (MCU) sendee m

Die area, around the dock.

Kfaf Sara' 9902222
Nflhanya* 9912333
Mofcanw* 8604444
PeaiTkwa" 8311111
fWwwr 9451333
Rahon* 0642333
Sated 6920333
TNA«V 5460111
Tbenas* 6792444

POLICE
FIRE

100

102

Medical help lor tourists (in English)
177-022-9110
The National Poison Control Center at
Rambam Hospital 04-852-0205, 24
hours a day, for information in case ol
poisoning.

Eran - Emotional First AM -1201,
also Jerusalem 561-8303, Tel Aviv
546-1111 (children/youth 5468739}.
Rishon Lezkm 9568661/2, Haifa 867-
2222, Beersheba 649-4333. Netanya
862-5110, Karmiel 9888770. Klar
Sava 767-4555. Hadera 6348789.
Crisis Center for Religious Women
02855-5744/5. 24-hour service, confi-

dentiality guaranteed.

Wlzo hotlines for battered women
02851-4111, 03-546-1133 (also in

Russian). 078378310. 088558506
(also in Amharic).

Rape Crisis Center (24 hours), Tel
Aw 523-4819. 544-9191 (men).
Jerusalem 6258558, Haifa 853-0533
Slat 633-1977.

Hadassah Medical Organization -
Israel Cancer Association support ser-
vice 02824-7676).
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SPORTS
in brief

Overmars, Boamorte join Arsenal
LONDON (AP) - Dutch winger Marc Overmars and

Portuguese striker Luis Boamorte yesterday became the latest for-
eign players to join Arsenal in the English Premier League.
Overmars, 24, joined the London club in a £7 million move

from Ajax, where he won three Dutch league tides and the
European Cup in five years.

Overmars, who signed a five-year deal with the Gunners, will
link up with fellow Dutch star Dennis Bergkamp.
Boamorte, 20, came from Sporting Lisbon in a £1.75-mi Ilian deal.
The new transfers bring Arsenal manager Arsene Wenger’s

summer spending past the £10-miilion mark following the signing
of 26-year-old French defenders Emmanuel Petit and Gilles
Grimandi earlier this month.

UHL has settled on four expansion cities’

TORONTO (AP) - The NHL has chosen Nashville. Atlanta, St.

Paul, Minnesota, and Columbus, Ohio, as its next four expansion
sites, according to broadcast reports Monday.
NHL spokesman Arthur Piacus said the league would have no

comment on the reports.

The Sports Network and CNN-Sf said Nashville will start play
in 1998, followed by Atlanta in 1999 and Sl Paul and Columbus
in 2000.
The league had also been considering bids from Houston and

Oklahoma City-

Red Sox slugger out with knee injury

BOSTON (AP) - Boston first baseman Mo Vaughn was sched-
uled to have knee surgery yesterday and that could deprive the

last-place Red Sox of their best hitter for six weeks.
The arthroscopic procedure is intended to repair tom cartilage

on die outer side of Vaughn’s left knee, which locked up when he
slid into home plate Sunday night and remained locked Monday
morning, team physician Dr. Arthur Pappas said.

Pappas said the 1995 AL MVP will miss between two and six

weeks. But he predicted it would be closer to six weeks because
Vaughn's left knee is critical to his powerful swing.
Vaughn is fourth in the league with 20 homers and leads Boston

with 45 RBls. His .335 batting average was eighth in the AL and
second on the Red Sox to Reggie Jefferson’s 342 going into

Monday's game.

FI driver Pants likely out until autumn
MONTREAL (AP) - Formula One driver Olivier Panis will

likely be out of action until at least this fall after having surgery

on both legs be broke in a crash at die Canadian Grand Prix.

“It will be six to 12 weeks before he is walking again," Dr.

Pierre Ranger, the orthopedic surgeon who performed the opera-

tions, said Monday.
Ranger was careful not to speculate about how soon the 30-

year-old Frenchman would be able to take the wheel for his Prost-

Mugen Honda team.

But Ranger did give an idea about how long it takes most peo-

ple to fully recover.

“I would say it’s between two to four months to heal those frac-

tures and get in shape," he said.

On the 52nd lap of Sunday’s race, Panis hit the wall coming out

of turn four at the Gilles Villeneuve circuit before skidding across

.the track and plowing into a tire banier.

Spanish minnows ham up original win bonus
MADRID (Reuter) - Extremadura are offering an original win

bonus to die opponents of their rivals at the bottom of the Spanish

first divsion - a leg of their home town Almendralejo's famous ham.

The threat of relegation has led club president Pedro Nieto to

promise the hams to each of the players of Barcelona and Real

Madrid for beating Rayo Vallecano and Celta Vigo respectively.

Third-party bonuses are banned in the Spanish game, but few

commentators deny that their existence is widespread.
”1 don’t think the (Spanish Football) Federation will fine us for

giving a ham ... we can’t offer money,” said Nieto.

To stay in the first division Extremadura need to beat Deportivo

Coruna, and see the other results go in their favour next weekend.

Record 188 teams in

UEFA club competitions
GENEVA (Reuter)-A record 188

teams will begin the chase for

European club trophies on July 9
with the draw for qualifying rounds

of the Champions' League, Cup
Winners’ Cup and UEFA Cup com-
petitions.

The new high - six more than last

season - is primarily a result of a

revamped Champions' League

.which has increased from 16 to 24

Teams.
* European champions Borussia

Dortmund of Germany and seven

other national champions- Juventus

(Italy), Real Madrid (Spain),

Monaco (France), Bayern Munich
(Germany), PSV Eindhoven
(Netherlands), Porto (Portugal) and

Manchester United (England) all

qualify directly for the Champions’

League group competition which

will be determined by draw on
August 29.

For the first time the runners-up

from the eight top-ranked countries

- Parma (Italy), Barcelona (Spain),

Paris St Germain (France), Bayer

Leverkusen (Germany), Feyenoord

(Netherlands), Sporting Lisbon

(Portugal), Newcastle (England)

and Besiktas (Turkey) will also take

part in the European Cup.

They go directly into the second

qualifying round for a place in die

Champions' League along with

national champions Galatasaray

(Turkey), Olympiakos Piraeus

(Greece), Salzburg (Austria).

Spartak Moscow (Russia), LEerse

(Belgium), Brondby (Denmark),

EFK Gothenburg (Sweden),

Rosenborg Trondheim (Norway)
and Sparta Prague (Czech
Republic).

These 17 teams will be joined by

15 winners from the first qualifying

round to be played on July 23 and

30. The 16 winners of second-round

matches join the eight automatic

entrants in the Champions' League,

which is split into six groups offour.

The Cup Winners' Cup will see

clubs from the 17 top-ranked

nations qualify directly for the first

round. The remaining 30 teams will

take part in a qualifying round

scheduled for August 14 and 28.

Led by champions Schalke 04 of
Germany, a total of 102 teams win
compete in the UEFA Cup.

The bulk of the teams, 79, qualify

through domestic league competi-

tion with the remaining berths going

to the 16 losers from the second

qualifying round of the European

Cup plus the three top finishers from

the Intertoto Cup being played dur-

ing the summer.
The final three places go to teams

from the national associations

which topped the Fair Play rank-

ings.

Number of UEFA Cup places per

country (based on coefficient rank-

ings) Four teams: Italy, Spain,

France. Three teams: Germany,
Netherlands, Portugal, England,

Ttirkey.Two teams: Greece, Austria,

Russia, Belgium. Denmark.
Sweden, Norway. Czech Republic.

Switzerland, Poland, Scotland.

Romania. Croatia. All other coun-

tries are allotted one team.

Lions beat tf*

OCCUPATIONAL HAZARD - Montreal Expos’ F. P. Santangelo (left) slams into Orioles' catcher Chris Ho3es while trying to score

from third base on an infield grounder in the eighth inning. Santangelo was thrown out but the Expos went on to win 6-4. (Renter)

Intracity rivalries highlight

interleague games
NEW YORK (Reuter) - Eagerly

anticipated intracity rivalries took

center stage on the interleague

schedule Monday as the Chicago
White Sox hosted the Chicago Cubs
and the New Mels visited the New
York Yankees in games that count

Cubs 8, White Sox 3
At Comiskey Park, Ryne

Sandberg had three hits and scored

twice and Kevin Foster won for the

fifth time in six decisions as the

Cubs beat the White Sox 8-3 in the

first meeting between die cross-town

rivals in 91 years.

Brian McRae had three hits and

drove in a pair of runs for the Cubs,

who got 11 hits and seven runs

against former Cub pitcher Jaime

Navarro.

Both teams wore old-style uni-

forms to mark die historic game,

with the White Sox wearing replicas

of their 1917 uniforms and the Cubs
sporting outfits circa 191 1

.

Foster (8-4) allowed just three runs

and seven hits over six innings.

Navarro (4-6) struck out six in 7 1/3

innings but allowed the Cubs tojump
to a 6-0 lead by tte third inning.

Mets 6, Yankees 0
At Yankee Stadium. Dave Mlidd

notched his first career shutout and

complete game and Todd Hundley

National League
East Division

stole home in a three-run first inning

as the Mets bested die Yankees 6-0

the first contest between New

This

in

York teams in 40 years.

The last time two New York clubs

met in the regular season, the New
York Giants beat die Brooklyn

Dodgers in 1957.

L Pet GB
East Division

W
25 .632 -

Baltimore 45
27 .597 Th New York 37
28 382 3'i Toronto 31
30 352 52 Detroit 29
44 .333 20 Boston 29

34 .493 .
Central Division
Cleveland 34

36 .478 1 Kansas City 32
36 .463 2 Milwaukee 31
39 .418 5 Chicago 30
40 .412 52 Minnesota 30

29 .567 -
West Division

’

Seattle 38
32 329 22 Texas :.

-- ' 35
35 .478 6 Anaheim'

"
34

38 .433 9 Oakland 28

w
Atlanta 43
Honda 40
MorwaaJ 39
New York 37
Philadelphia 22
Central Division
Pittsburgh 33
Houston 33
SL Louis 31
Cincinnati 28
Chicago 28
West Division
San Francisco 38
Colorado 36
Los Angeles 32
San Diego 29

Monday's interteague games Chicago Cubs 8, Chicago While Sox 3; Florida 7, Detroit 3;

NY Mets 6, NY Yankees 0; Atlanta 3,Torooto 0; Milwaukee 1, SL Louis 0; Boston 5,

PhOadetphia 4, IOimrfngs: Pittsburgh 8, Minnesota 6; Kansas City 5, Houston £ Montreal
(^Baltimore 4; Cincinnati 4.0eseland 1.

marked die first “subway

series” game at Yankee Stadium

since die Yankees faced Brooklyn in

the 1956 World Series.

MBcki allowed four Mis through

seven innings and finished with a

nine-hitter. He had not pitched a

shutout or complete game in 132

previous starts.

John Olerad had two hits and three

RBI as the Mets scored three times in

the first offYankees aceAndy Pettitte

(8-4), who was tagged for five runs

and eight hits in seven innings.

Expos 6, Orioles4
In Baltimore, Mike Lansing hit a

two-run homer and rookie Ryan
McGuire added a solo shot as die

Montreal Expos notched their 10th

, . _ straight win, a 6-4 triumph oterThe
38 •. 29; 1

Qdtiles. •
- ’ *-*"!

.

'

§ ‘ fi5
^A^tr'tflcGaire has hit in afl 11 gfiiies

4i .406 ii since be was recalled from die

minors, going 1 7-for-38 (.447).

Chris Hoiles and BJ.
SuitofFhornered for Baltimore.

L
20
30
33
36
38

30
33
34
36
37

PcL
.692
.552
.484
.446

.433

.531

.492

.477

.455

.448

GB

9
13*
16
17

2i6

3»
5
6*

Springboks
51-22

WELLINGTON. Smith Africa

(Reuter) - Tim Sampson's haul of

26 points and a bai-trick oftires from

Nick Beal helped the British Lions

id a comfortable 51-22 win over the

Emerging Springboks in their final

match before Saturday’s first test

Full-back Stimpson, battling to

dislodge Ned Jenkins from the Test

starting line-up, gave the selectors

something to think about with a try

and nine successful kicks OUt of 1

1

attempts at goat
Beal's tries all came in the second-

half after die lions bad led by just a

point at the interval, ensuring the

touring team will go into die Cape

Town Test with a record of seven

wins from eight matches.

They had raced into a 13-0 lead

afterjust 1 1 minutes but were pegged

backby die aspiring Springboks who
scored two tries through flanker

Warren Brosmhan and replacement

back Marius Goosen.

The first of winger Beal’s three

triescame within three minutes ofthe

restartand set die tone for a dominant

Lions display in the second period.

Their stick passing put Beal in for

a further two tries while Stimpson

and fly-half Mike Catt both profited

from quickly-taken tap penalties

close to the tome side's line to score

simple tries.

Tto Emerging Springboks -seven
of whom toured Britain with the

South Africa A side ax die end of

1996 - were limited to one further

try after die interval through Paul

Tfeu.

Bangladesh, Kenya
get one-day status

LONDON (Reuter) - Kenya,
conquerors of West Indies in the

1996 World Cup, and Bangladesh

have both been awarded one-day
international status by die world
cricket’s ruling body.

However, their bid to join the

elite of nine Test-playing nations

has been put on told for at least

another 12 months.

The president of die

International Cricket Council
(ICC), Jagmohan Dalmiya,
announced the news at Lord’s yes-

terday after die ICC’s annual coo-

ference.
• ’ Dalmiya said all one-day
internationals played by Kenya
and Bangladesh, who have both
qualified far die 1999 World Cup
in England, would now be consid-

ered offical.

Wimbledon draw: Sampras dodges big-serving rivals
LONDON (Reuter) - Top seed Pete

Sampras managed to avoid several potential

threats to his Wimbledon title prospects yes-

terday but the men's singles draw for next

week's championships was less kind to a
clutch of other recent grand slam champions.
Sampras will begin his pursuit of a fourth

singles title in five years at the All England

Club with a first round match against

Sweden’s Mikael Tillstrom. glad to have
dodged several big-serving names in the

opposite half of the draw.

The American world No. 1 is likely to

have to meet Boris Becker in the last eight

but can forget about the likes of Mark
Philippoussis, second seed Goran
Ivanisevic and defending champion Richard

Police KO
boxer’s hall

of fame visit

Krajicek until the final - if he gets that far.

Philippoussis, the Australian hopeful who
beat Ivanisevic in the final at Queen’s Club
on Sunday, will instead find himself

involved in a heavy artillery contest with

Britain’s Greg Rusedski in the opening
round, a showdown which seems certain to

be staged on Center Court.

Either Michael Sticb, the 1991
Wimbledon champion, or Jim Courier, with

four grand slam titles to his credit, will also

fall at the first hurdle after being drawn to

face each other in the same quarter of the

draw as both Krajicek and new French
Open champion Gustavo Kuerten of Brazil.

Krajicek meets Germany’s Marcello
Craca while Kuerten, who will have to find

an alternative to the bright blue and yellow

ensemble he wore in Paris, will face the

promising American Justin Gimelstob on
his first visit to Wimbledon.
Michael Chang, seeded fifth, will also

have little opportunity to feel his way into

the tournament after being drawn against

Australian Todd Woodbridge who has won
the men’s doubles title at Wimbledon with

Mark Woodforde for the past four years.

Andre Agassi, barely sighted on court

since his marriage to actress Brooke
Shields, must face Australian Open finalist

Carios Moya in the first round, assuming he
does not follow die example of Sweden's
Magnus Larsson who withdrew yesterday.

In die women’s singles, Martina Hingis

also looks to have a relatively comfortable
path to die last four. But the bottom half of
the draw looks much tighten

Monica Seles shares her quarter with
Arantxa Sanchez Vicario and Mary Pierce,

with Jana Novotna and Amanda Coetzer of
South Africa also lurking in die same half.

If the seeding committee are correct die

quarter-final line-ups will be as follows:

Men’s singles: Pete Sampras v Boris
Becker; Yevgeny Kafelnikov v Michael
Chang; Thomas Muster v Richard Krajicek;

Mark Philippoussis v Goran Ivanisevic.

Womens’s singles: Martina Hingis v
Lindsay Davenport; Iva Majoli v Anke
Huber; Amanda Coetzer v Jana Novotna;
Arantxa Sanchez Vicario v Monica Seles.

CLASSIFIEDS
RATES

SYRACUSE NY (AP) - Former
heavyweight champion Trevor
Rerbick was in jail Monday, two
days after his trip to boxing’s hall of
fame was cut short by his arrest on a
probation violation.

Berbick. 44, is awaiting extradition

to Florida. Syracuse police said He
was heading to the International

Boxing Hall ofFame where an induc-

tion ceremony was held Sunday for

Sugar Ray Leonard. Don King, Jose

Torres and 10 other boxing greats.

Berbick is warned by Florida

authorities for failure to make court-

ordered payments for a probation

violation relating to a 1992 grand

theft conviction.

Early in his career, Berbick was a
rising star. He beat an aging
Muhammad Ali in 19S1 in .Ali’s last

fight, then won the WBC heavy-

weight title <xi a decision over
Pinklon Thomas in 1985. He was
dethroned in 19% by Mike Tyson,

who knocked him out in the second
round.

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - Afl rates
include VAT:
Single Weekday - NIS 134.55 lor 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS
13.45
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
210.60 10 words (minimum), each addi-
tional word NIS 21 .06
TWO FRIDAYS - NIS 351 tor 10 words,
(minimum), each addilional word NIS
35.10
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 304.20 tor 10 words
(minimum) .each addilional word - NIS
30.42
WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 432.90
(or 10 words (minimum), each additional
word - NIS 43^9.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
555.75 tor 10 words (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 55.57.
MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 1053 tor
10 words (minimum), each additional
word -NIS 105.30.
Rates an valid until AUG 31 1997.

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication: tar Friday 4 pm, on
Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon, 2 days before publication; tor Friday
and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday in Tel Aviv
and 12 noon Thursday in Haifa.

For telephone enquiries please call
02-5315644.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem Area

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

RENTALS SALES

Amstelveen, Edinburgh to host cricket World Cup matches
LONDON (Reuter) - Amstelveen in the Netherlands

and Edinburgh will both host a match in the 1999 crick-

et World Cup.
At the official launch of the seventh World Cup at

Lord’s yesterday, tournament director Teny Blake said

42 matches would be staged at 21 venues with each of

the 1 8 English counties hosting at least one match each.

The opening match between holders Sri Lanka and

hosts England on May 14 and the final on June 20 will

Spotis Brjttotx:JosophHanmanandOriLawls

both be held at Lord's.

Amstelveen will host the group A match between
South Africa and Kenya while first time qualifiers

Scotland will play New Zealand in Edinburgh.
West Indies will take on Bangladesh at a venue in

Ireland yet to be decided. There will be no day-night
matches.

The 12 (earns have been divided into groups of six

who will play a round-robin competition.

The top three ineach group will retain their points for the

second stage in which (hey will play the qualifiers from the

other group. The top four wifi proceed io the semifinals.

DWELLINGS
General

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD.
Short and long term rentals.

Bed and breakfasL
P.O. Box 4233. Jerusalem 91044.
TeL 02-661 1 745. Fax: 02-66 1 -654 1

.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem Area

HOLIDAY RENTALS

REHAVIA, LUXURIOUS, 4, view, park-
ing, kosher. For summer. TeL 02-563-
6313(NS).

FOR TOURISTS - REHAVtA, in center. 4.
beautiful, furnished (+ Succa), from July.

Tel. 08-947-6873 (NS).

WOLFSON, VILLAS, JULY - AUGUST.
4. completely furnished. Tel. 02-624-
9004, 052 - 630-407.

BAKA, IN ARAB house, 3 1/2, huge
kitchen, balconies, immecfiaie, $790. TeL
03-535-6183. was

GERMAN COLONY, UNIQUE, 3 or 4,
garden, basement, parking, long term, im-
mediate. (No commission). DIVIROLLI
SlANi. Tel 02-633-5595.

MOSHAV AMiNADAV, LARGE house,
garden & grounds, from AugusL central
heating. TeL 02-641-1593. »m
RAMAT ESHKOL, 4, 3rd. partly fur-
nished, tang-term. Possible sale. TeL 02-
581-7661. *

ROOMMATES
OLD TALPtQT, 3, FURNISHED to share.
Tel. 02-671-9080.

SALES
GERMAN COLONY, LARGE, unique 23
or 4. Basement, garden, immediate (no
commissions). DIVIROLLI SIANJ. Tel.
02-561-2424.

WANTED
AMERICAN FAMILY SEEKS quiet, airy
apartment - kosher - for July and august,
or only August, in German Colony. Old
Katamon or Baka. TeL 001-212-367-
9273 (NS).

EZORS CHEN, LUXURIOUS, 5 + bal-
cony, + seaview, high floor. YAEL REAL-
TOR (MALDAN). TbC (03) 642-6253.

JAroiTolDl5wisE
-
iiolttm7p^

tor 2 cottages. Tel. 050607172.

DWELLINGS
Southern Coast

RENTALS
ASHKELON, FURNISHED, DETACHED
villa, 4 rooms, near sea, garage. Tel.
(07) 673-3017

*

DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

HOLIDAY RENTALS
HERZ1LYA-BY-THE-SEA, 6 ROOM
house. Available whole or part of July
16. Tel. 09-958-2856.

Y

NANNY, RAMAT AVIV glmmef,
Saxon, live-in, experienced with
References. TeL 03-642-1704.

METAPELET, PLEASANT FAMILY,
high salary . Lfve-tn / Dye-out. Good
conditions- TeL 03-537-1036.

OFFICE STAFF
SEEKING SHORTHAND - TYPIST,
fish, Hebrew. Send C.V. to P.O.Box
Tel Aviv 61006.

ENGLISH TYPIST, KNOWLEDGE of
Word, part-time, Tel. 03-683-8759. 03-
681-5088.

EXPERIENCED INCOMING TOUR
ogeratoL Engfish mother tongue. TM. 03-

SITUATIONS VACANT
Haifa and North

HOUSEHOLD HELP
ENGLISH-SPEAKING AU-PAIR FOR

SALES
FOR SALE, RENOVATED apartment, 4
rooms, double conveniences, parking,
storeroom. Tel. 09-958-0919, 03-563-
6213.

MISCELLANEOUS
General

SEEKING

dwellings
Eilat and South

SALES/RENTALS

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

HOLIDAY RENTALS
~

BEAUTIFUL STUDIO AND 2 room a/c
apartments. Ben Gurion Bhrd., tourists/
businessman, shori/tang term. Tel. 03-
696-9092.050-358972.

RENTALS
47OH0 CHEN, 5 + large terrace, air
conditioning, doorman. Country Club.

6253-
REAL ‘OR- <MaWan>- TeL 03-642-

LUXURIOUS HOME, COUNTRY setting

IM'tS!iSm#-®” 1”'"00'1 ' Gi,a ’

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP

SEARCH: LOTTt MOLLER
Hambun, liberated Celle,
Jerusalem 1957. r
Rtamer RD1, Box
13320, U.SA

VEHICLES

bom 1922

General

UNRESTRICTED
1888 CHEVY ASTRO, 4X4, loaded.
Isaving the country; must see; leap -
1966. leL 050-662-194.

SOUTH-AFWCAN AU PAIR AGENCY 1&-
rael based, requires many South Afri-
can/other girls, Uva-m au pairs country-

TOP conditions + high salary.
Wonderful Job opportunities. 03-619-

1MMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE, friend-
Besi families, best eornfittons. (he agen-
cy with a heart for the Au Pairs. CaJTHtf-
ma. TeL (03) 9656937.

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

UNRESTRICTED
SUBAfHT LEGACY STATION-WAGON,
i®®

1
- ISOfcfWhand. exceflent con-

dition. TeL 02-634-2235, 052-600608.

*
¥

%
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rEmeiSing Springb^
•KHTl toured Britain

J Africa A side at au
-were limited to one ft*

Jter the interval through

mgladesh, Kenji

et one-day status

3NDON (Reuter) - Kata

quero-s of West Indies at
6 World Cup. and Bang!*

e both been awarded ok4
•nuttenal status b> the »*

fcot's pj!ing body.
’

integer. their bid to joitt

e of nine Test-olaymg nun

• fven put on hold’ for a b
inter :2 months.

Tir president of t

ertitscRa! Cricket Cok

;C?. Japroohan Mag

ivuimed file news at Lord’s*

day after the ICC’s annuals

rtue
»ld 411 «**.

KsmtiorijS played by to
-t r(an riaiesh. who have ft

y^'.cd'l-r the IJMOWallfi

Knc’-tr.j. Wi*uld now be eras
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CRITIC’S CHOICE

SlJfc.T-v

<hassical music
AJ2ENSTADT

JsAfferlcadmg tbe Jerusalem Symoheaiv fVrWn

ifSSKSSSSSffl
*«£»." P- Tonight and tomorrow at 8 at tbe|!^enry,Qtwai Symphony Hall in farH

Helen Kaye

“^TbeiMt ofthe Emil Hahibi memorial debates is on
Ara«c theater and fte emergence of* bieutaual dia-

Kjs lo he chaired by Arab Theater artistic

f®®" Abu-Wbrda. At the Jerusalem Khan
tonight at &30. (Hebrew)

v; *

; dance
~

~

Helen Kaye
.

m

:£f ,y«ju have never seen Ohad Naharin’s brigjvt
Anaphase, orwant to see it again, the Batsheva Dance
{TOOTCtiQn is at the "Ibl Aviv Cinerama tonight,
.tomonow, and Saturday at9 and on Friday at 10 pjn.

S’ ---
‘

.

••” FILM
~

Adina Hoffman

** GHOSTS FROM THE PAST - There's
nothing sexy or sensational about this Rob Reiner
film, a straight-ahead recounting of the belated 1994
attempt to bring to justice the while supremacist
responsible for the 1 963 murder ofcivil rights activist

Mf-dgar Evers.. Visually, structurally, and rhythmical-
ly, the picture is merely functional and could easily

: pass as made-for-TV movie. Despite its stylistic lim-
itations, though. Ghosts comes closer to animating
honestly tbe emotional legacy of racism and oppres-
sion than many slicker films about the dvO rights

:
movement. Working from a well-researched, ade-

quately written scriptby Lewis CoBck, Reiner takes a
true storyand attempts to tell has dourly as posable.
He assumes - correctly in this case - that an
-unadorned recreation of the actual events is bound to

be much more compelling thana bogus load ofpseu-

As an assistant DA, Alec Baldwin seeks jus-
tice in ‘Ghosts from the Prist.*

do-documentary pap. The result is an engrossing
character drama. With Alec Baldwin, Whoopi
Goldberg, JamesWoods and a fine cast of supporting
players. Released in die US as Ghosts cfMississippi.
(English dialogue, Hebrew subtitles. Parental guid-

ance suggested)

TELEVISION

Elana Chipman

Channel 2 has inaugurated its summer season this

week with a series of light entertainment alongside

some quality shows. Tonight at &30 tire channel airs

Caroline in the City, an American sitcom situated in

New York Qty. Caroline is a single woman who has

a successful career as a magazine illustrator and a
slightly less successful, but turbulent, love life.

Also airing tonight at 10: 10 on Channel 2 is the sec-

ond season ofthe immensely successful Isaeli show,

Hqfuch (“Backwards”) about a group of young sin-

gles in TU Aviv and their surreal adventures. In this

season,new characters enter the scene and they all set

out on ever more bizarre endeavors. Tonight’s show
begins with a fisherman pulling out of the ocean a
strange box which turns out to contain Etti’s video

(Gary from the last season. He becomes so intrigued

that he sets out on a search for her.

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS
IJoixrney’s break proves to

• be a disaster (4,4)

6 FellowfruxTiedto church in
the country (6)

9 In the way a learner set up
in office (6)

TO But spade was exchanged
in the city (8)

11 We will twice give an
.
expression ofsurprise (4,4)

12 Left apupil atthe entrance

(6)

13 What broke the camel’s

back? That’s Walter’s
problem (3,4,5)

16 Being aloof, leaves for

faraway places (7,5)

19 Member has to finish the

story (6)

21 Hobo went first and was

.-crushed (8)

23 The way one might look
when fleeced? (8)

24 Luxury animal? (6)

25 News ’e’d broadcast from
the country (6)

26 Elementary part of a lamp
filamgit (8)

DOWN
2 Offer legal currency (6)

3 Cracked plate is a bit of a
bloomer (5)

4 Againstthe Spanish doctor
even if he has some
material (9)

5 Polish girl has an
infectious disease (7)

6 Bored, having had enough
to eat? (3,2)

7 Experimental equipment?
(9)

8 Shipwrecked players at a
distance (8)

13 Deleted it out of a legal

document (5,4)

14 Sailorman in a waterproof
sheet (9)

15How teams first provide
entertainment (8)

17 Guess cannabis first in a
random attempt (3-4)

18 Change into suit (6)

20 One playing records at
hostelry has spirit (5)

22 Samuel has a quick look as
reported (5)

SOLUTIONS

Yesterday's Quick Solution

ACROSS-. 1 Higher, 4 Doubt, ft

Aware. B Tonsure, 10 Secrete, 11

Gtat, U War, U Adtt, IB Eden. U
See, 31 Year, S3 Blanker »
Asinine, 38 Image, 27 Tread, 28

DOWN: 1 Hoarse. 2 OUqeed. 8

gJeiaeats.O Dine, 8 Usual,8Treety,

t Strew, 13 Relative, 18A*m«,
17 Tyrant. 12 Abbey. 20 Attend, 22

Alike,24 Find.

QUICK CROSSWORD

across
4 psychiatrist (6)

5 Carried away (4)

7 Dribble (7)

10 Violent shower (5)

11 Small birds (7)

12 Attain (5)

14 Ended
prematurely (7)

15 Plaid (5)

16 Sloping type (7)

2QHumming(5?

21 Old name for

Benin (7)

22 Heather (4)

23 Goal (6)

DOWN
1 Region (5)

2 Genuflected (5)

3 Fried!
quickly!?)

4End (4)

6 Three times (6)

8 Agricultural
settlement (7)

9 Green gemstone
(7)

10 Shrill cry (7)

13 Emblem (6)

14 SWUS state (7)

17 Metrical feet (5)

18 Borea (anag) (5)

19 Joke (4)

CHANNEL 1

630 News flash

631 News in Arabic
6M5 Exercise Time
7:00 Good Morning
Israel

1935 Grace Under Fra

2030 Solder* Diary

2030 Challenges

21:10 SpensarlorHre
2230 News in Engfah
2230 Land's End
23:15 American

Gothic

1:05 Soccer- Peru

vs. Venezuela

EDUCATIONAL TV MIDDLE EAST TV

F
E u

(MLrefc itnw— T^2?K
D
NA

i

15J

6 c JzTt

830 Hands OB Lento

&30 how to Draw
Cartoons
9:00 Social Sciences
9:30 EngSsh
fc45 For the very young
10:15 100 Years o!

Zionism
11:15 Geography
11:40 Judaism
1£05 Music
1235 Science and
Technology
13.-00 Pfcm Clothes
13:50 Cartoons
1420 Kitty Cal and
Tommy
1435 Quentin Quack
15:00 Animals

CHANNEL

1

1&30 Motonnce Irom
Mars
1555 Body
1&00 Garfield

lfc25Yetodudes
1&50 Siper Ben
1659ANew Evermg
17-.34 Zappy Culure
18:15 News in Engfish

ARABIC
PROGRAMS
1830 Famiy Matters

19:00 News

HEBREW
PROGRAMS
19-JO News flash

19:31 Jukebox
20^0 News
20:45 Quiz o» the

Century

20S0 Conference Call

2125 The Cape
22*9 Quiz of the

Century (rpt)

22:10 No Man'S Land
23.-00 Pacflk: Station

2325 Quiz of the

Century -solution
23.-30 News
OOrtO Daily Verse

CHANNEL 2

6:15 Todays programs
&30 Johnny Quest
7d)0 TWs lutorrang

9:00 ffivka MichaeS
9^5Senora
10:45 Dynasty
11:40 Yaron London’s
PaiSament
12s45 Israel music
11-00 Kate and ABe
13:30 Junior News
14:00 Degrassi Junior

High
14^0 Tic Tec
15:00 Itch and Mitch
1528 Madsen
11-00 The Bold and
the Beautiful

I7d» News i

wflh Rafi I

17:30 SporTV
11*00 Roseareie
18^3 Touched by an
Angel
1925 Prime Trae
20:00 News
2020 Caroline in the
C8y-new comedy
about a '90s career

lin New Marie

IM Wheel of

Fortune

2210 Backwards -
new season
22&48NYPD
23*3 Time of the

Cherries {Hebrew.
I961)-anadvettisbig
executive who feels

sure that hewA be
WtadwMe on reserve
duty in Lebanon is one
of many odd charac-
ters in nisuni. WihH
Yatzpan.
003)0 News
00e05 Time of the
Cherries-contd.
150 MUnight Blues
240 Storm in a
Bathtiia- comedy
about lore, fade and
ducks
3H5 On the Edge of

theSheff

JORDANTV

15^0 Holy Koran
15:35 French cartoons
17^0 BorderTown
18:00 Rench program
19^)0 News in French
1930 Nowsheadfcas

730 TV Shop
1430 The 700 Club
15riX) Garbed
1530 Dennis the

Menace
1630 Larry King
17:00 Family
Chalenge
17:45 Beakman's
World
1830 Perfect

Hi

1835 Saved by the

1930 Showbiz
1930 World News
Tonight

2030 Coach
2035 Dave's World
2050 Newhart
2lrt5 Movie: Inddant
inaSmalTown
2330 CNN
2330 The 700 CU>
0050 Quantum
Shopping

CABLE

ITV3 (33)

1100 Power Rangers
1630 Aranal Ddectwes
1730 Are You Being
Served?
1730 From Day to

Day
18.-00 To Whom It

May Concern
1930 News in Arabic

1930 Documentary in

Russian
2030 News
20:45 Just for Laughs
21:15 Tate That The
Concert of Hope
2235 The Detectives

22:35 Nora Ephron
2335 Entertainment
Now

ETV 2 (23)

15:30 AH Together
Now
11-00 100 Years of

Zionism
1630 Piter of Fire

17:10 Side Paths
17:30 Palettes

1830 Oites Moi Tout
1830 Famiy
Connections
1930 Everything's

Open
2030A New Evening
2030 Basic Arabic
2130 Star Trek Deep
Spaces
21:45 Nanospace-A
Voyaqe into Uttra-

Microscopc Worlds
22^5 Zombrt
23:15 Dressed to Thrifl

FAMLY
CHANNEL (3)

730 Good Evening
with Guy Pines (rpt)

730 Love Story wiih

Yossi Siyas (rpt)

1-00 Dates (rpt)

930 One Lie to Live

9*5 The Young and
the Restless (rpQ

1030 Days of Our
Lwestrpt)

11:15 Zjngara (rpt)

1230 Bamaby Jones
12^5 The Streets of

San Francisco

1335 Wings
1430 Dates
1430 Days of Our
IJV6S

1535 The Nanny
18:00 Hercules (rpt)

1145 Zingara
1730 Good Evening
with Guy Pines
1830 Local broadcast
1830 One Ue to Live

1115 The Ybung and
the Restless
2030 Sunset Beach
2030 Melrose Place
21:40 Profitor

2230 Love Story w3h
Ybssi Siyas
2330 Seinfeld

2335 Babylon 5
00:15 The Streets of

San Francisco
135 Bamaby Jones

MOVIE
CHANNEL (4)

1130 Amore! (1993)

13:05 Seeing Stas
1335 American
Friends (1993) (rpt)

1430 Deadly V/eb
(1993)-a drvorcee

meets a stranger who
knows everything

about her ua the

Internet

1730 New in the

Cinema

17:10 When You
Remember Me (1990)
18*50 Crows (Hebrew:
1986) -a young
woman from a
moshav arrives in Tel

Aviv and hooks 14)

with youngsters who
frequent decadent
dubs
1935 ABigGiri

(Hebrew. 1986)-
awanMnning drama
about the influence a
woriefly gal has on her

tnend -agoody-
goocNschoofgirlWfch
Ruti Goktoerg and
AnatTzahcx.

2035 The Death of a
Cheerleader (1994)
(rpt)

22:00 Man With a
Gun (1995) -a hit

manrshiradbya
mafia bass to ki his
wile, but ttie boss
doesn't know they are
havtog an aflair. Wifli

Michael Madsen and
JenniferTly
2335 Radoiand
Murders (1994)-
farce about a series of

backstage murders on
the eve of the opening
of a redo network in

1939. With Mary
Stuart Masterson and
Ned Beany
23:45 Captives (1994)
130 Red Blooded
American Girl (1990) -
sci-fi thriBer about an
experiment which
turns a woman into a
vampire

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons
9:00 Mighty Max
930 Waiting For
Summer
9:35 Pink Panther
9rtS Where on Earth
is Carmen Sandego?
10:15 Party of Five
1135 Moesha
1130 Cream with
MichalYanai
12:15 Chiquititas

13:00 The Story Tefler

13:10 Mot
13:35 The Muddes
1430 Senba toe Lion

King

1430 Mighty Max
11-00 Pink Panther
15:30 Where on Earth

is Carmen SandegO?
1530 Waiting For
Summer
1630 Weird Science
1125 Welcome
Freshmen
17:10 The Bottle

17S45 Chiquititas

18:30 Tazmania
19:00 title Flying Bears

1930 Fun on Six
2030 Animaniacs
20:15 Married with

Chflden
20:40 Rosearme
21:10 Cosby Show
2135 Different Worid

SECOND
SHOWMG (6)

2230 The Poeffs

Sience (German,
1986) -drama based
on the novel by A.B.

Yehoshua-Awashed-

(to port Eving in a
Jaffa ruin is coaxed by
his son to return to

wrttng.

23?45 Street of No
Return (1988)-a for-

mer singerwho had
his throat cut gets
another chanoe to five

a normal He. With
Keith Carradne

CHANNEL

8

630 Open University

830 Beyond 2000
835 Healthy Body
9:00 Future Quest
935 Aida -opera by
Verd
1130 Requian by
Antonio Safari
1230 Skeleton Coast

SSffl aji

PRIME TIME TV
mm 1 2 3

18:30 Newsflash
Jukebox

20:00
News News Sunset

Beach

20:30

Quiz of the

Century

CaroBnekt
the City

Melrose

21:00

Conference

CaU

Wheel of

Fortune

Place

21:30

The Cape
Profiler

22:00
Quiz of the Backwards
Century -new

22:30
No Man’s
Land

season

NYPO

LoveSffx
with Yoss
Siyas

23:00
Pacific
Station

Seinfeld

ABigGiri

The Death
ofa
Cheariaader

Man With
a Gun

Fun on Six

Antoantoes

wBh
CWUran

Coahv
Shaw
Different

World

The Poet's

Sflence

8

kfirades
The Inn of
Spkits

A Mystical

Journey

Mystery
1430 M

>ofTffne(rpt)

1430 f

Mage. Kfaaties (rpt)

1430 The Inn ot
Spirts wch Doron
NesherTune (rpt)

1530 Vanishing Dawn
Chorus (rpt)

1630 Human Nature
1730 Open
Urwerscy: Sexuai
Imperative: The
NucfearAge
1935 Skeleton Coast
Safari

2035 The Big
Questions, part 2 The
Spirit of the Machine
2035 Mysteries,

Magic and Miradas,
2130 The (mot
Spirits with Doran
Neshen Private

2030 The Bold and
the Beautiful

2130 Santa Barbara
2200 Star News
2230 LA Law
2330 Picket Fences
0030 Vegas
130 Oprah Winfrey

CHANNELS

630 Bodes in Motion
1100 Bodes in

Motion
1630 Israel

IAI
Journey -i
graduateAndew
Harvey chose a spiri-

tual path over an aca-

demic career
2255 Human Nature
2330 Open
University: Human
Quest Egyptian poficy

SUPER CHANNEL

100 Executive
Lifestyles

630 The Ticket

730 VtP
730 NBC Nirtrtty News
830 MSNBC News
930 Today
1030 European
Squawk Box
1130 European
Money Wheel
1530 CNBC Squawk
Box (US)
1730 Interiors by
Design
1730 Art and Practice

of Gardening
11-00 The ate
1930 National

Geographic Television

-Ram Forest

2030 The Ticket

2030 VIP
2130 Dateline

2200 Euro PGATour
2330 The Tonight
Show with Jay Leno
0030 Late Night with
Conan O’Brien
130 Later
130NBC Nightly

t^6WS
200 Tonight Show

STAR PLUS

630 Nine to Five
7:00 Madeleine Cooks
730 Gf Joe
830 Eek! the Cat
830 Oprah Winfrey
930 Chicago Hope
1030 Santa Barbara
1130 The Bold and
theBeauSuI
1230 Hindi programs
1330 Lost in Space
1430 Dougie Howser
MD
1530 Charles in

Charge
1530 Madeleine
Codes
11-00 Htod programs
1830 Star News
1930 *Alo *A8o
1930 The X-Files

MOVIES

1730 Soccer Cupa
America -Cftie vs.

Ecuador
1930 Soccer Cupa
America -Argentina
vs. Paraguay
2030 Wrestling

2230 Soccer Cupa
America -Argentina
vs. Paraguay (rpt)

2330 Soccer Cupa
America -ChJevs.
Fcuador (rpt)

EUROSPORT

930 Auto: 24 Hours
of Le Mans
1(k30 CycSng Tour of

Switzerland

11:00 Cycfing: Tour de
France Legends
1130 Soccer World
Youth Championship.
Malaysia
1330 Wheefies

1330 Motocross
Magazine
1430 Cycfing: Track
WbrfdCup
1530 Soccer Worid
Youth Championship
11-45 Cycfing: Tour of

Switzerland

1830 Tends:ATP
Tour, Netherlands
1930 Athletics :IAAF
Grand Prix, Finland

21:30 Drag Racing
2200 Toumg Car
2330 Soccer World
Youth Championship
0030 Cycfing: Tour de
France Legends
130 Golf: Women*
EPGATour,
Switzerland

230 Cycfing: Tour of

STARSPORTS

6:30 Watersports
World
730 Super League

Label Cup
2230 Water Sports:
ASP Worid
Championship
23:00 Sports
Magazine
00:00 Super League
Rugby
200 International

Motorsports News

BBC WORLD

News on the hour
730 Britain in Vfew
SrOONewsdesk
930 Hard TaBc (rpn

1030 Britan in Vew
1130 Tomorrows
Worid (rpt)

1230 Hard Tak (rpt)

13:30mi >97 (rpt)

14:00 Newsdesk
15:30 Britain in View
16:15 Worid BusPess
Report
1630 Asia-Pacific

Newshour
17:30 Buicfing Srtrts
18:05 Hard TakMth
TraSebasttei
19:30 Hofiday (rpt)

2030 The Wbrid
Today
2130 Hard Tak (rpt)

2230 The Money
Prt&anvne
23:30 Top Gear
0030 Newsdesk!
World Business
Report

130 Asa Today
210Newsnight

CNN
NTHTNATTONAL

Newsthroughout the

So Worid Report
7:30 insight

8:30 Moneyfine (rpt)

930 Worid Spoils
10:30 ShowbizToday
1130 CNN Newsroom
1230 Worid Report
13:30 American
Ecfifion

13:45 Q&A (rpt)

14:00 Asian News
14:30 Wbrid Sport
1530 Asian News
1530 Business Asia
11-001

17:30

1

1830 Style r

Klansch
19:30 Q&Awih Riz
Khan
20^5 American
Ecfitkxi

2130 World Business

of NashEns);
Schumann: Piano
concerto inA minor (A.

Fscrier/Phtiiarmonia/
Klemperer): Brahms: *

Viofin concerto in D .

(PotmarVChcagoIGMi

no 08 (Pnraarmona
HungancaDorati):
Shostakovich:

Symphony no 5
(London SO/Previn)

1230 Light Ctessicaf-
WtoniswdlViote
concerto in F sharp
minor Chopin:

Krakoviak conceit
rondo n Fop 14;

Glazunov: Saxophone
conc8rtotoEbt
1330 Artist of the

Week -conductor
Ferenc Fticsay.

Tcfatovsky: Viofin

concerto inD
fMemiwx Rias): R.
Strauss: Don Juan
(RiasSO)
1436 Encore - worts
by Mendelssohn
1630 Vwte* Flute

concerto in D op 1013
(PekilMoscow
Vfftuosi/Spivaknv);

Barber Agrw Dei

Mazait Bassoon con-

certo K191
(Thunemann/Zurich

CO); Mendelssohn:
Rondo capricdoso for

pteno; Beethoven:
Symphony no 10 (sto-

gie movement, com-

S30 Larry King Live 20:05 Jeru
r:30 World Sport) Symphony
fc30 Style witii Eba IBA-Dvet

Today
21:30 CNN World
Nows
2230 Lany King Live
23:00 European News
23301
00301
Today Update
0030 Wtarid Sport
130 World View
230 Moneyfine

_ _:New
Zealand vi. FE
1130 Trans Worid
Sport
1230 Sports

Unfimfied
13301
Nations^
1430 Asia i

1430 International

Motosports News
1530 Sports RADIO

1830 MozartAndante
to F from op 13 for

oboe and harp;

Schubert Sentimental
Waltzes D779.

2

Songs; Mendelssohn:
Sonata no T to B flat

for ceflo and piano op.

45; Ravet Vaises,
nobles et sentirnen-

tales; Enescu: Concert
piece for viola and
piano; Brahms: Sexiqt

lor strtogs no 2 in G •

(Raphael Ens)
20:05 Jerusalem

Orchestra-
tSA- five from Henry
Crown Auditorium,

Jerusalem. Robert
Spano, conductor,

Nitzan Har-Oz. trom-
bone. Gershwin: An
American to Paris;

Shimon Cohen:
Trombone concerto;

Tchakovsky: Swan
Lake balet music
2030 Israel Festival

Jerusalem 1997 -five
from Henry Cnrnn
Auditorium.A Tribute

toTbelonScusMonk
23:00 GoWen
Generation -Arturo
Bendetti-MIchetengefl.

1630 Soccer: Black
Label Cup
1830 Trans Worid

1930 Spanish League
Soccer
2030 Soccer. Black

49, BaUade op 23;

VOICE OF MUSIC Jtompou C^atton;
Chopto; Waitz;

&06 MomtogConcert recortSnttepf

935 WeberTrio to G rehear^ for Roy^
mtoor for flute, ceOo F^rval Hafl concert

and piano (members 1857

JERUSALEM
.CINEMATHEQUE Tie Me Up, Tie Me

Down 5 • Crimes and Mtedemesnora 7
•She* the One 930 • Deus E O Dtatoo

Na Terra Do Sol 9-Jto G.G. GIL
Jerusalem Man (Matin) » 6788448 Uar
Liar 1 7:15, 9*^45 • The Saint-Wedding
Ball BUMS 5, 7:15. £45 • Ortve-The
Chamber 5. 7:15, 9^15 • Blood and Wine
7:15, 9>«6- Marco Polo 5 - Head Above
Water 7:15, 9:45 -SpaceJam S - Oaavts
and Butl-hesd 5. 7:15. 9:45
JERUSALEM THEATER Box of
Moonlight 7. 930 RAV CHEN 1-7 v
6792799 Credit Card Reservations *
6794477 Rav-Mecher Budding, 19

Ha-oman Sl. Taipiot Con Air 5, 730. 9:45
• Donnie Braaco Mem>-Chost» of the
Past 5. 7;15, 9:45 • Absolute Power 5,

7:15, 9^45 • The Entftah Patient 115,
930 * 101 Delmattsns 5, 730. 9:45

MEVASSERET 2JON Q.G. GIL *
5700868 Stifaw-oThe Chamber 4:45, 7:15.

10 SMADAR « 5618168 Sling Blade
7:15. 10
TEL AVIV
DIZENGOFF » 5101370 Heed Above
MbtertoKoJyenBkxxf and Wine 11 a.m.,

1, 3, 5, 745. 10 GAT Hamlet 4, 830
GORDON The People vs Larry Ftwit

530. 7:45. 10G.a HOD 1-4*5228226
Hod Pnaege, 101 Dtzengoff St Beavls

and Buff-head 5, 730, 10-MSrcdPrto 5.

730, 10 • RaflonTha Chamber 1730. 10
- Space Jam^uar Uar 1 LEY The
English Patient 11 ton, 1:45, 5, 630,
930 • SMne 11 am. 2. 8, 10 • Secrets

and Lias 11:15 a 430, 7:15. 10 -A
Self-Made Hero 4, 6, 10 - The Prisoner of

the Mountains 1130 8 -

Beautiful Thing 1 G.G. PE’ER Uar
Uar^Wcule*Wed(Snfl Bafl Btuee 5,

730. 10 Vertigo 4:45. 7:15, 70 .Thi
Chamber 730. 10 - Marco Poto 5 RAV-
CHEN * 5282288 Dteengott Ceresr Con
Air 230. 5. 730, 9:45 - Absotete Power
230. S. 730. 9:45 - 101 Dalmatians 230,

5. 730 • Maximum Risk 230, 5, 730.

f Love You* Doraiie Brasco 5. 7:15. 9^
•Stun Brdde 430. 7:15. 9:45 'GG TEL
AVnr * 5281181 65 PtoskBr St Uar
LlarwThe SaMwDrive 5, 730. 10 TEL
AVIV MUSEUM When the Cars Away

5^0
SfiaiA CAFt AMAMt * 8325755
secrets and Uae 7 • Enotre of tha

Senses 930 * Breaking the Waves 930

GLOBECfTY *8569900 Wedding Sell
Btues»°Uar Uan»8aavfs and Buff-heed
4:41 7:15, 9:45 • The Saint 4:45. 7:11
9:45 - The Chamber 4:45, 7:lS. 9:45
MORIAH *8643654 Shine 7. 9:30
ORLY « 8381868 The English Patient 6.
9:15 PANORAMA LiarUar 430. 7, 930
- Head Above Water 7. 930 - Space Jam
430 • Kolya 4:30. 7. 930 RAV-GAT 1-2
« 8674311 Con Alro°Absolute Power
430. 7. 9:15 RAV-MOR 1-7 » 8416838
Donnie Braseo°cCon Air -^Absolute
Power430. 7. 930 - Metro 430. 7. 930 -

Ghosts of the Past 930 * The English
Patient 6. 9:15 - 101 Dalmatians 4:45.7.
9:15 - Maximum Risk 5, 7 RAVOR 1-3
w 8246553 Donnie Brasco 430. 7. 930
M«ro«Ghosts of the Past 430. 7,9:15
AFULA
RAV CHEN » 6424047 Con Air~uar
Uar 7, 930 • The English Padem 6:15,

9:15
ARAD
STAR *9950904 Absolute
PowercOrtve 7:15. 9:45 - Kolya 7:15.

9:45
ASHDOD
G.G. GIL « 8647202 The SeintrDrive 5.

730, 10 • Rkflcute*Marco Polo 5. 730.
10 • Breaking thewWaves 6:30, 930 G.G.
OR] *711223 The Chsnber*tJar Uar 5.

730, 10 RAV CHEN *8661120 Con
' AlrxMetro 5, 730. 10 • Ghosts of the
PastxDonnie BresconAbsoiuto Power
5. 7:15. 9.45 - The Engflsh Pattern 6:15.

915
ASHKELON
G.G. GIL * 729977 Liar
UarxDrivewThe Chamber 5. 730. 10 -

The Safm«Mareo Polo 5. 730. 10 RAV
CHEN Absolute Power 5. 7:15, 9:45
Jerry Maguire 430, 7:11 945 • Con
AlfcMaOo 5. 730, 10 - The Eogflsh
Pattern 6:15, 915
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN The English Patient 630.
930 - Con Atr^AbsokJte Power 5. 7:15,
9*5 Uar Uar 5. 730. 945 * Metro 7:15,
9*5 -Two Days In the Vaftey 9:45 -101
Dahiattens 5. 730 - Ghosts of the Pan
|7
G.G. GIL *6440771 Drive 730, 10 * The
CftsmtwfeShfne 5. 730, 10 - Breaking
the waves 630, 930 - Marco Poto 5

730. 10 RAV-NEGEV 1-4 *6235278

4.45, 7:15, 945 - The EngSsh Pattern

630. 930 • Donnie Brasco 5. 7:15. 945
hlAt
GIL Baavfs and Butt-heart Head Above
watemUar Uar 730, 10
HADERA
LEV Uar Uar 730, 10 • Tha English
Patient 630. 930 • Con Air 7:45. 10 •

Absolute Power 730. 10
HERZUYA
COLONY *6902666 Donnie

I
LoveYou 530.

i Patient

. rUar 730.
10 • Absolute Power 730. 10 » Con Air

h&’hasharon
GIL Uar Uar«Tiw Chamber»GoR Air 5.

730, 10 -TheBngtish Patient 630. 930
- Space Jam 4:45

KARMIEL
CINEMA The English Patient 6:15.

9tj5 • Con Ab-Abeo»u» Power 7. 9%
KFARSAVA
G.a GIL *7677370 U*r Uar«Coii
Alr-Weckflng Bell Btues~Beavis and
Butt-head 5, 730, 10 - Absofats Power
5. 730. 10 - Space Jam 4:45 - The
English Pattern 630. 930
KJRYAT BJAUKGG GIL MetroooDrive 7:15, 9:45 •

Beavls and Butt-head 7:15, 945 - Space
Jam 7:15 -Blood and Wine 7:15. 945-
Head Above Water 7:15. 945 • Marco
Pom 7:15 The Saint 7:15. 945 *

Maximum Risk 7:15, 945 -TheChamber
945-Shlna 945 -Uar Uar 7:15. 945
LOD
STAR *9246823Absotote Power«Drive
730, 10 -Maximum Risk
10 - Indian Movie 7
UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL Marco Pokk»Shina»Uar Uar
43G 730, 10 • Absolute Power*Drtve
«Con Air 430, 730. 10 The English
Patient 830.930
NESS ZJONAaa GIL 1-4 * 404729 Liar UanoThe
Chamber 5. 730, 10 - Beairis and Buo-

RSrSS?®*** ** B|U6» 5* 73Q- 10
NcTANYAGG GIL 1-5 w 628452 Liar
UaMNMtflng Bell BlueftoBeavls and
Butt-head 5. 730, 10 • Vertigo 4:45, 7:lG
10-The Chamber 730, IQ -Marco Polo
5 RAV CHEN * 8616570 Con Air 5.

730. 945 ' Absolute Power 5, 7.15, 945
• Donate Brasco 5. 7n5, 945 * The
Bwflsh Patient 630. 930
ORAKIVA
RAV CHEN * 6262758 Con Atr^Uor
Uar*Absohrte Power 7, 930

OR YEHUDA
G.G. GIL 1-4 Secrets and Itewlter
UarvStifne 5, 730, 10 • Breaking the

1

Waves 630. 930 -Space Jam 4:45
PETAHTKVA
G.G. HECHAL Con Air 5, 730. 10 -

Absohita PowerboThe saint 5. 730. 10
Uar Uar G.G. RAM 1-3 * 9340818
Marco ftetoooRMcule p°Marvin*s Room
730 SIRKIN The Engfish Patient 630.
930 - Space Jam 435 - Weddfcia Ben
Bluee -dJar Uar 5. 730, 10 • Beads and
Butt-heed ™ Donnie Brasco « The
UwnrtMr 5. 730, 10 •
RA’ANANA
CINMOFETKofya 830 PARK Donnie
Breaeo 5, 730. 10 - Con Air 5, 730. 10-
Absolute Power 5. 730. 10 - Uar Uar 5.^-^Engteh Patient 630, 930

RAV-GAN 1-4 » 8197121 Absolute
Power 5. 7:15, 945 -The EngSsh Patient
6:15, 930 • Ghosts of the Past 9:45 -

Donnie BrascoG 7:15. 945 - Baavfs»d
Butt-head 5. 730 • Space Jam -

Homeward Bound tWJar Uar RAV-
OASIS 1-3 W 6730687 Con Alr«Uar

CHEN S&w Blade 7, 9*.45 -A Stef-Made
Hero 730. 945 > Crash 10 • Marco Polo
5c45 - HeadAbove Water730, 945RAV
MOR Absolute PowafwGhosts of tiw
Past 5, 7:15, 945 • Tha English Patten!
915. 915 - Con Air 5. 730, 945 • Donnie
Brasco 5. 7:15, 945 - Liar Liar 5, 730,

RiSHON LEZION
GAL 1-5 * 9619669 Shkie-Tha
Chaotoar 730. 10 - Secrets and Lias
^iS.IOGILI-S'nwChantoer?^^-
Spaca Jam 5 - Uar Uar 5. 730l 10 • The
Saint 5. 730. 10 HAZAHAV Con
AirtwWeddtog BeB Blues 5, 730. ID -
Uar LtanoBaavb and Buff-head 5, 730
10 - Absolute Power 5, 730. 10 RAVCHEN Con Air 5. 730.^45 - The
English Patient 630. 930 - Absolute
Poww5. 7:15,945 - Doratie Brasco 5,
7:15. 9A5 STAR Drive 7^/l0 .

n?n“^h'°
* CnBh 7:4S- 10

YBWD
1^ 730' 10

RAV CHEN Con Air 5. 73G 945 -
Donate gtasco 5. 7.15. 9j45 - The'
Engfah patient 630, 930 • Absolute
Power 5, 7:15. 945

"wmne
All turns are pun. unless otherwise
mdlealeo.
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Absorption center squatters continue protest
The Jewish Agency yesterday hired a security firm to prevent

confrontations between new immigrants living in the
Mevasserei Zion absorption center and homeless squatters who
broke into the center over the weekend and took over several
unoccupied apartments. On Monday night, a recent immigrant
from the US attacked one of the squatters, whom he caught try-
ing to steal a fuse from his fuse box, with a baseball bat The
alleged thief was hospitalized.

Mediation attempts continued yesterday, while squatters
declared they would forcefully resist attempts to remove them.
They have threatened to blow up cooking gas canisters in the
apartments they have taken over. //ini

TWo more driving instructors arrested
Two more driving instructors were arrested yesterday in the

ongoing probe into corruption in Licensing Bureaus in the
North. The two — one from Kaxiiiiel and the other from Acre —
are suspected of forging documents for their students to present
at driving tests. They will face remand hearings today. Itim

Show-cause order over council appointment
The High Court ofJustice yesterday issued a show-cause

order demanding that a ministerial committee explain within ] 0
days its decision that Dr. GQa Joyce Brenner should not be
appointed to the Netanya Religious Council. The ruling was in
response to a petition from Brenner, a Reform Jew, and Merctz’s
Netanya branch, which selected Brenner to represent it on the
council. Itim

Odes

Jggss

AROUND THE WORLD
LOW ' HIGH

Police SupL Meir Gtlboa confers with a representative of the State Attorney’s Office before yesterday’s Supreme Courthearing of

Zvi Ben-Ari’s appeal against bis remand. (BrianHcodkr)

TA burial society workers strike
Tel Aviv burial society workers remained on strike for a sec-

ond day yesterday to protest tbe failure to reach a new labor
contract On Sunday, Ifel Aviv Labor Court rejected manage-
ment’s request for an injunction against tbe strike, instead order-
ing that intensive negotiations between the sides be held. The
workers are refusing to collect bodies; morgues are closed; and
phones are not being answered. But funerals are still going on as
usual. itim

Ben-Ari withdraws

Amstertsm
SorSn
Buenos Aires
Cairo

.

CMcaoo
CDpwrnoen
RaiMut

Hong Kong

London
Los Angeles
Madrid

appeal against his remand
NnrUtadt
Paris
Homo
Stockholm

Tokyo
Toronto

Bereaved parents want probe lindmgs canted out
The Tzuriano and Rosenberg families, whose airmen sons

died in a training accident in 1 992, yesterday demanded that

Chief of Staff Lt-Gen. Amnon Lipkin-Sbahak, OC Air Force
Maj.-Gen. Eitan Ben-Eliahu, and Defense Minister Yitzhak
Mordechai immediately implement the inquiry commission’s
recommendations. The families said at a press conference that

they accept the Vinograd Commission's findings, and insist the
above officials determine that the flight mechanic involved in

the accident not continue to serve in that capacity. Corporals Gil

Tzuriano and Assaf Rosenberg fell to their deaths when a heli-

copter cable snapped during a night training exercise. Itim

Winning cards, numbers

By RA1IC IWBCUS and Him

Third brother receives new liver

Panina Daburin, the lawyer for Zvi Ben-Ari

(previously known as Gregory Lemer), yester-

day withdrew his appeal to die Supreme Court
against the extension of his remand.

Ben-Ari is suspected of committing an $85
millinn hank fraud, the murder of a banker in

Russia, and of bribing bank managers and civil

servants.

The withdrawal followed comments by
Justice Eliyahu Mazza, who indicated there is

no basis for his contention that he was discrim-

inated against because the others involved in

tbe case were freed on bail.

Mazza noted that treating defendants differ-

ently is common practice. He said that the

leader of a group of criminals is often the only

one arrested, especially if he pulled the others

after him, or if he was fee one who actually

committed fee crime and tbe others only assist-

ed him.
Meanwhile, Industry and Trade Minister

Natan Sharansky, head ofYisrael Ba’aliya, will

be summoned by police this week to give evi-

dence regarding donations he allegedly

received from Ben-Ari.

Sharansky is expected to be the second politi-

cian to give evidence; LaborMK Nissim Zvilli

already has given evidence.

Police sources emphasized that ministers and

politicians will at this stage be called only to

give evidence, and wiD not be questioned

under caution as suspects.

The politicians, they said, mil be summoned
in an effort to shed light on Ben-Ari’s alleged

illegal activities.

Attorney-General Elyakim Rubinstein met
with National Investigations Chief Sando
Mazor yesterday to determine procedures,

since the summoning of political figures, even

if they are not suspects, is a sensitive issue.

The winning cards in yester-

day’s Chance draw (167/97) were

fee eight of spades, queen of

hearts, jack of diamonds, and ace

of clubs. The results of fee second

draw (168/97) were the seven of

spades, queen of hearts, ace ofdia-

monds, and queen ofclubs.

la yesterday’s lotto draw, fee

winning numbers were 1, 19, 21,

25, 28, and 37. The additional

number was 11.
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The third of three brothers yesterday underwent a liver trans-

plant at the Rabin Medical Center-BeQinson Campus in Petah

Tikva. Eli Sa'ada, whose liver function collapsed due to cirrho-

sis caused by complications of hepatitis B, was doing well after

the operation. His two brothers, Yitzhak and Herzl, who
received new livers in recent years after complications of
hepatitis B, are now well and fully functioning: . Judy Siegel

Parents call nationwide

school strike today

Two NY rabbis held

for money laundering

Bill to tou^ren chftHabor law passes 1st rearing

The Knesset yesterday unanimously passed first reading of a

law which calls for a NIS 30,000 fine or one-year imprisonment

for someone who employs a child under fee age of 15 without

the appropriate permit from the Labor and Social Affairs

Ministry or for employing a child in a physically or mentally

dangerous condition.

Labor and Social Affairs Minister Eli Yishai presented fee bill

in the name of fee government. The bill, based on the interna-

tional charter for children’s rights, proposes a major revision in

child employment It also includes a clause to ban children from
appearing in commercials or performances without a permit

from the minister. Unt Collins

MKsme^fam^crfinissmglfemeritecMcken
MKs met yesterday with relatives ofYemenite immigrant chil-

dren who disappeared in the early years of the State. One partic-

ipant Ya’acov Sivilia, said his family bad been told his brother

had died and was buried and discovered 45 years later feat he
was alive. He had apparently been adopted for a large sum of

money. Lieu Collins

The National Parents

Organization (NPO) yesterday

called for a strike of the entire edu-

cational system today to protest

expected cuts in next year’s educa-

tion budget The organization also

said it would strike again next

Tuesday and Friday if the cuts are

not called off.

The strike is to affect all schools,

except for kindergartens and special

education classes. Matriculation

examinations, end-of-year parties,

and excursions are to be held as

usual.

Education Ministry Director-

General Ben-Zkxi Dell condemned
the strike plans and called on tbe

nation's parents to send their chil-

dren to school, “and not be drawn
after fee slogans of a bunch of par-

ents’ committees." Dell said the

parents' organization has no "statu-

tory or moral right” to call a strike.

Last week NPO chairman Shai

Lachman wrote to the prime minis-

ter and ministers of finance and
education claiming that next year's

budget and teaching-hour cuts

would seriously harm the system.

“The planned cots will necessari-

ly increase classroom congestion

and severely impair development

and equipment programs in the

schools,” Lachman wrote, adding,

“We will not accept turning fee

wheel backward."

Dell said in response that the

NPO was basing its reaction on
“tumors and partial reports.” He
argued that the ministry’s budget

increase surpassed the cuts and said

teaching hours would not be
reduced.

“This is a sarcastic and cynical

use of pupils,” Dell said, calling on
the parents to call off the strike and
meet wife him.
Meanwhile, sanctions by junior

lecturers at Tel Aviv, Haifa, and
Hebrew universities continued yes-

terday. (Itim)

By MARYUN HENRY

NEWYORK - T\vo baredi rabbis

have been charged wife laundering

$1.75 million in Colombian drug

profits through fee bank accounts of

a yeshiva and synagogue in Borough
Park, Brooklyn, federal prosecutors

here said on Monday.
“Money blunderers are the indis-

pensable partners ofmajordrug traf-

fickers, and the cynical act of using

religious institutions to conceal dreg

proceeds is particularly reprehensi-

ble,” said US Attorney Zachary
Carter.

Monday’s announcement was fee

third government charge against fig-

ures in the metropolitan Orthodox
community in die last six months.

TVvelve men were charged in the

money-laundering scheme. Five

were said to be New York represen-

tatives of Colombian drug opera-

tions; three were charged wife being

intermediaries; and four - including

fee rabbis - had dose ties to the

haredi community in Borough Park,

TheNew York Times reported.

Rabbi Mahir Reiss, 47, and Rabbi
Bernard Grunfeld, 64, both of
Brooklyn, and Abraham Reiss, 48,

of Manhattan, laundered $750,000,

through the accounts ofChaim Shel

Shulem, a religious association

headed by Grunfeld, Carter said.

They also are alleged to have
deposited, then withdrawn, $1 mil-

lion through tite accounts of the

Bobover Yeshiva and Congregation

Eitz Chaim. These were allegedly

made in more than 95 cafe transac-

tions in amounts under $10,000.
The amounts are significant

because transactions over $10,000
must be reported to federal authori-

ties.

The federal investigation began in

1994* when agents detected a pattern

of cash deposits and withdrawals in

the bank accounts of tiie synagogue
and yeshiva.
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WZ0 forum opens
Rami Korabtoom, direc-

tor-general of the World
Zionist . Organization’s
Organization Depart-
ment, addresses delegates
at the opening session of
the Zionist General
Council at Jerusalem’s
Renaissance Hotel yester-
day. The Zionist General
Council is the WZO’s gov-
erning body. -(Joe Malcolm)
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Meretz propaganda
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The Jerusalem Post offers vou a unique

chance to reinvent vour connection to Israel

*The whole object of travel is not to set

foot on foreign land; it is at last to set foot

on one's own country as a foreign land "

C.K. Chesterton

r

ERETZ Magazine takes you beyond political

headlines on a journey into the dramatic depths

of the place you live-the place you think you

know-with beautiful feature articles on Israel's

history; archaeology; geography, architecture, and

ethnic diversity.

ERETZ Magazine digs deeper than any other

periodical in its quest to unearth the romantic

relics of Israel's past, capture the fluid nature of its

present, and alert readers to the environmental

follies in its future.

In ERETZ's seventy-two spectacularly

photographed pages, you will travel through one

of the world's most enchanting outdoor

museums-the land of Israel.

Join us as we explore your home.

Election propaganda by Meretz activists at the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem has roused die anger of Amit, the students’ immigrant party,
and others. The flyer shows a caricature resembling Avigdor Lieberman,
director-general of the Prime Minister’s Office; recalling in very poor
Hebrew the days in which the Likud-affiliated party headed tbe students’
union. Tbe character says: “Then we sorted everybody out. Leftists, look
who’s tbe boss here!” •

Amit has asked foran apology, saying fee style was offensive. “Is the
war against racism just a slogan when it comes to Jews who immigrat-
ed from fee CIS?” Amit asked in a counter flyer. The party said it is

insulting to laugh at immigrants for the way they speak Hebrew.
Liot Collins

r - ' Ssc.

3&K .'C.v

Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000

S^fes! Please enter a one-year subscription (6 issues)

to ERETZ Magazine in my name for only NISI 65!
vf- J

Enclosed check tor NISI65 payable to Tl» Jerusalem Post, or cmfit cart datafe.

Visa IscMcd Card No.

Dinars Amax Exp Signature
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Dedication of the
Arnold and Leona Finkler
Hall of Human Rights

in the presence of the Finkler-Friedland fiiiiilies

GuestofHonor

Mr. David Berger
Ambassador of Canada to.Israel

Oy—
Telephone
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For gut stAscnoticxa, 8a redptenrs name and Kkttss separately.

Pteeoa alow stx weeks far defray of yow first issue.

m Guest Lecture • •

Prof. Irwin .Coder, McGill University
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